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About us
Luxe magazine is a blend of visual beauty and bespoke 

editorial, hand-delivered to a global audience of fast-paced, 

discerning readers.  

Like the modern world, Luxe is constantly engaging with 

change. Taking on board new ideas, pressing existing 

benchmarks of quality and striving to evolve. 

Thanks to the unique creative synergy of its writers, 

designers and award-winning photographers, Luxe is a 

true reader’s friend. Informative, discerning, thoughtful, 

occasionally experimental, and always beautiful.

Its exclusive distribution, onboard private jets and in private 

jet lounges, puts Luxe straight into the hands of its readers. 

Readers connected by their collective desire to be informed; 

to be ahead; to maintain their success. Readers with only 

so much time, but always time for something new. Time 

for Luxe. 

Editorial:
Editor-in-Chief Joe Swain
Editor Elizabeth Prosser
Design Director Glenn Goodwin

editorial@luxeglobaledition.com

Contributors:
Harriet Whiting, Clare Speak, Richard 
Aucock, Mandy Hegarty, Elizabeth Leer, Jade 
McLean

Advertising:
Anthony Crawford

ac@luxeglobaledition.com

Publisher
Incredia Corporation, Tenancy 10, Marina House, 
Eden Island, Mahe, Seychelles
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Welcome to

LUXE

Welcome, to this, the first edition of Luxe magazine.

In which, to get straight to the point, you will find a mouthwatering round 
up of the most graceful supercars on display at the Geneva Motor Show; a 
summary of the main trends and fashions from the BaselWorld watch fair; 
a selection of the 10 most luxurious destination spas in the world; a soul 
replenishing stroll through the vineyards and wineries of Argentina and Chile; 
a look back at the flamboyant fashions of the late Alexander McQueen, and 
forward into the world of Victoria Beckham, designer; a peek at the must-
visit resorts of Buzios in Brazil; a salivating selection of infinity pool views, 
from the very top of bustling Singapore to the calm tranquility of Campeche 
in Mexico; an update on the fabulous work of Bill and Melinda’s Gates 
Foundation and the ongoing success of their Giving Pledge philanthropy 
project; and so much more besides. Artists, galleries, photographers, food for 
thought, property reports, amazing gifts, and sumptuous getaways.

As you crisscross the globe at high altitudes, we hope Luxe helps re-fuel your 
dreams.

As Oscar Wilde once said, “A dreamer is one who can only find his way by 
moonlight, and his punishment is that he sees the dawn before the rest of 
the world.”

The Luxe editorial and design team.
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MB&F
Melchior Robot Desk Clock
The “roboclock” that has arms, legs and 
even a mini gun. This limited edition 
brainchild of L’Epée 1839 and MB&F 
watchmakers will honor MB&F’s 10th 
Anniversary, falling under their theme 
of “a creative adult is a child who 
survived”. It may look like a pocket-
sized replica of R2D2, but this robot is 
also a complex triumph of design with 
480 separate mechanical components 
that count down the time, and eyes 
that blink continuously at 20-second 
intervals.
$35,000

Bang & Olufsen Love Affair Collection
Bang & Olufsen turns 90 with the “Love 
Affair Collection”, the ultimate wireless 

home theater experience featuring six 
of Bang and Olufsen’s most emblematic 
designs, including the wireless speakers 
(pictured). More like a work of art than 

an entertainment system, each piece 
mixes romantic shades of rose gold with 

sumptuous walnut woods.
From $33,000

Gifts &Gadgets

BMW 328 Collector’s Car
This fully functioning BMW Collector’s Car is ideal 
for your future protégé to drive around in luxury. A 
handcrafted replica of the legendary 1936 BMW 328, 
it is equipped with plush leather clad upholstery, original 
BMW logos, and topped with the emblematic chrome-
plated railing. Price on request.
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Valgrine Putter
Quite simply the Rolls Royce 

of putters, with Valgrine 
the possibilities are endless. 

Offering an exclusive and 
individualized service for 

their discerning customers, 
Valgrine’s artisans handcraft 

and customize each putter 
with engravings and the 

finest extras that can include 
platinum, gold and diamond 

finishes, plush leathers and 
alligator skins.

Price on request

GIFTS & GADGETS

Tron: Legacy Motorcycle
This illuminated copy of the 5th generation Tron 
Lightcycle as seen in the movie Tron: Legacy, could 
be one of the coolest film replica motors ever 
released. In May, this street legal custom-built 
motorcycle will go on auction at RM Sotheby’s and 
is expected to fetch around $25,000-$40,000. 
It has a 96-volt, direct-drive electric motor with 
lithium batteries, computer-controlled throttle, 
rebound and compression damping with spring-
preload front suspension, rigid rear suspension and 
front and rear hydraulic brakes. A futuristic ride that 
will have its driver cornering at right angles (don’t try 
this at home).

Caran d’Ache crystal  
and diamond pen

Pens have fallen out of favor of late 
thanks to the technological age, but on 

the special occasion one might bring 
one out, it may as well be encrusted 

with precious jewels. This limited 
edition pen from Caran d’Ache, cast 
from ceramic and silver, is showered 

with shimmering white diamonds and 
Lalique satin-brushed crystals that 

capture the dancing light.
Price on request
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Faberge Secret Garden Collection
This spring Fabergé goes back to its 
roots with the Secret Garden High 
Jewelry Collection. Asymmetrical 
settings threaded with precious 
colored gemstones create magical 
blossoms and rich bouquets 
that are inspired by Peter Carl 
Faberge’s love of flowers, renewal 
and rebirth.
Price on request

Faberge Vagabond 
Drapée Rosée Ring
The Faberge Vagabond 
Drapée Rosée Ring, 
an exquisite rose and 
white gold ensemble, is 
a serious showstopper, 
dressed in radiant 
shades of sparkling white and 
pink diamonds, and small pink-
red sapphires.
Price on request

The Royal Star of Paris
Brilliant white diamonds frame 
Graff’s hypnotic 107-carat 
sunflower yellow cushion 
cut diamond and the Graff 
Perfection 100-carat flawless 
pear shaped diamond drop. 
Doubling as a brooch and 
pendant, never before have two 
diamonds of such perfection and 
weight been joined together, 
making it one of the most 
valuable and visually arresting 
jewelry pieces ever created.
Price on request

Graff Fascination Watch
 One of the most expensive 

timepieces ever created, the truly 
spectacular Fascination Watch 
does more than simply tell the 
time.  This stunning timepiece 

has been meticulously draped in 
152.96 carats of flawless white 

diamonds, while its design enables 
its wearer to adapt it into a ring 

or bracelet, with a detachable 
38-carat pear drop diamond ring 

as its fabulous centerpiece. 
$40 million

Diamond pacifier
Give your little bundle of joy 
the ultimate in extravagance 
and luxury with this beautiful 
diamond studded pacifier. 
Handcrafted from 18-carat 
gold, this keepsake can be 
personalized with colored 
diamonds or engraved with 
your baby’s name, initials and 
birthdate.
Price $16,999
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Project Utopia: engineering marvel on water
Super yachts are so passé these days when you 
can own an 11-story, 325 feet wide James 
Bond villain-style sailing lair. Its vast interior 
can be customized to include restaurants, 
bars, nightclubs, shops and casinos, while the 
observatory deck complete with helipads and a 
swimming pool boasts 360-degree vistas del mar 
at a height of 65m above sea level. Each of the 
four “legs” is fitted with a propeller so you can 
slowly maneuver your floating island from place 
to place.

GIFTS & GADGETS

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS FOR TIMEKEEPING

CHRONOLUNAR 47MM
www.ernstbenz.com

Peyrelongue - Mexico City l Berger - Mexico City, Joyeria Intercontinental - Caracas l Diamonds International - St. Thomas,  
St. Maarten, St. Lucia, Aruba, Barbados, Nassau, Grand Cayman, Jamaica, Belize, Cozumel Cabo San Lucas, Puerta Vallarta & 
Key West l John Varvatos Boutiques - San Francisco, West Hollywood, Costa Mesa, Malibu, CA - Soho, Bowery, Madison Ave., 
East Hampton, NY - Las Vegas, NV - Miami Beach, Bal Harbour, FL -  Boston, MA - Houston, TX - Detroit, MI - London, England 

Toronto, Canada - Mexico City, Mexico - Bangkok, Thailand
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Apple Watch Edition
The highly anticipated 
Apple Watch collection has 
unveiled a special edition 
with handsome cases 
crafted from 18-karat gold 
and screens protected by 
polished sapphire crystal, 
so you can connect 
with your loved ones in 
unrivaled style. The chic 
design promises “elegant 
yet uncompromisingly 
durable” gold that has been 
developed to be twice as 
hard as standard gold. All 
standard Apple Watch 
features apply.
Price – from $10,000

Fonderie 47 Gold and Diamond Cuff
Limited edition made-to-fit 18-carat rose 
gold and diamond cuff designed by James 
de Givenchy for Fonderie 47 has been 
fused with steel extracted from AK-47 
assault rifles, blending luxury design with 
philanthropic objectives. The proceeds 
from each sale will go towards disarming 
African countries by aiding the removal and 
destruction of 300 assault rifles in Africa.
$70,000
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The Ones To Watch
Baselworld

Forget Milan, New York and Paris’ fashion week. In spring, Baselworld 

is unassailably the most significant event in the luxury watch and jewelry 

sector, as the crème de la crème of the horological and luxury jewelry 

sectors descend upon the vast Mess Basel convention center in Basel to 

debut their forthcoming collections and latest groundbreaking innovations.
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During this unique event, the biggest luxury watchmakers, gemstone 

dealers and suppliers gather, as they have since Baselworld began in 

1917, to present their new collections and creations on a global scale. 

Tens of thousands of tons of jewelry and watches are put on display, 

to dazzle around 94,000 industry professionals, watch fanatics and 

specialist journalists who assess the current trends.
BASELWORLD 2015 | OPENING CEREMONY | SPEECH| R. KAMM BASELWORLD 2015 | TISSOT

BASELWORLD 2015 | TAG HEUER

Traditionally this prestigious fair is 
ruled by Swiss watch giants Tag 
Heuer, Rolex and Patek Phillipe, 
as well as fashion main players 
such as Burberry, Versace, Chanel 
and Dior. This year however was 
also abuzz with the smart watch 
versus classic watch debate, as 
the perfectly engineered Swiss 
timepiece was pitched against 
the long awaited, fully connected 
digital age wonder from Apple and 
Pebble Steel.  

Indeed, there was evidence 
that elite heavyweights, such as 
Tag Heur and Mondaine, have 

sprung onto the technological 
bandwagon by devising “connected 
smartwatches that look like proper 
watches” time pieces. 

Gucci Timeless has also announced 
its sashay into a smarter world, 
by unveiling its collaboration 
with Will.i.am on the world’s first 
“fashion” smartwatch. Montblanc 
too has captured the innovative 
spirit, with the clever Timewalker 
Urban Speed e-strap, which 
features both a watch face and 
hidden smart screen fitted into the 
strap.

But while the impending invasion 
of Smartwatch-mania is almost 
nigh, for many traditional 
watchmakers, it was business as 
usual and the chance to show off 
their latest designs with some eye-
popping results. 

Noteworthy trends included 
thinner straps, and many 
acknowledged the less is more 
mantra with understated 
minimalist designs of impeccable 
elegance. Brown was almost 
certainly the new black, and 
blue played a prominent role on 
just about everything, featuring 
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heavily on watch faces, straps and 
style elements. Luxury women’s 
watches were predominantly set 
with precious gemstones such 
as Rolex’s solid white and yellow 
gold DateJust Pearlmaster watch, 
encrusted with colored sapphires 
and diamond hour markers backed 
by a stunning sapphire backed 
oyster case. 

There was no question that the 
interiors and exteriors of cars 
influenced the spirit of Baselworld 
this year. Bremont who already 
produces custom made clocks 
for Jaguar, crafted a lightweight 
watch that gave a nod to the 
1960s Jaguar E-Type racing 
speedometer. Hublot, celebrating 

10 years at Baselworld, had a 
remarkable showing this year 
with the powerful P-05 Laferrari 
limited edition collector’s piece 
in gold, titanium and black, which 
was without question one of the 
most striking creations of the 
whole event. 

The art of showing the inner 
complexities and mechanics of the 
watch was very much en vogue 
with more than a few skeletons 
popping out of the closet. The 
perfectly executed J12 Skeleton 
Flying Tourbillon by Chanel was 
a hit with devotees. Limited to 
just 20 pieces, this ambitious 
piece of workmanship has a high 
tech black ceramic cage set with 

a ring of twinkling diamonds and 
an exquisitely perforated dial that 
reveals artisan dials and a gravity-
defying tourbillon.

A rise in the production of 
diamond-studded timepieces 
was also apparent this year. The 
spectacular Graff Fascination ring 
watch, swathed in 152.96 carats 
of white diamonds was second 
only to Jacob & Co’s appropriately 
named “Billionaire Watch with 
tourbillon” - priced at a whopping 
$18 million, it is said to be the 
most expensive timepiece ever 
created. Omega also showered 
their original diving watch in 40 
carats of diamonds to brilliant 
effect.

BASELWORLD 2015 | BVLGARI
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Over in the jewelry sector, counters 
were awash with red carpet worthy 
pendants, floral designs inspired 
by nature, geometric shapes and 
diamonds set in rose gold. Jewelry 
watches, feminine and opulent, 
boasted intricate floral designs set 
with vibrant colored jewels.

With all this inspiration for upcoming 
trends at our fingertips, our coverage 
of Baselworld will continue in part 2 
of Luxe Magazine´s next issue as we 
take a look at the key players from 
this year’s event in more detail, and 
showcase some of the products and 
designs that you can’t afford to miss.

BASELWORLD 2015 | HARRY WINSTON

BASELWORLD 2015 | GUCCI 

BASELWORLD 2015
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The mastermind behind this patented invention, 
Jérôme de Witt, the founder of the Manufacture and 
creator of DeWitt watches, gives us a highly personal 
interpretation of time with a combination of a bold 
design and a grand watch complication.

Housed in a round 42.5 mm diameter case, the 
Academia Out of Time watch is driven by an 
automatic DeWitt calibre indicating the hours, 
minutes and seconds, and entirely developed, produced 
and assembled by hand by our master watchmakers at 
the Meyrin Manufacture in Geneva.

Robust and reliable with its 21,600 vibrations per 
hour and its 65-hour power reserve, the Out of Time 
version is equipped with two elaborate complications: 
a dead-beat seconds hand, which serves as both a 
regulator and an indicator of the seconds function in 
the display at 4 o’clock, and a free seconds hand, a 
DeWitt invention, in the display at 8 o’clock.

These 2 functions represent the opposition between 
real time, in the form of a regulator function of the 
dead-beat seconds hand that momentarily halts at 
each second, and virtual time, freely following its wild 
and endless course.

This unique watch structure is made up of the 
DW5051 standard manufactured calibre plus 
additional modules, with a total of 217 components, 
most of which are made in-house and assembled in 
DeWitt’s own workshops.

Creating an interplay of contrasting effects through 
the combination of traditional and innovative 
materials, the Academia Out of Time’s case is crafted 
in 18-carat rose gold and black rubber, with a subtle 
recreation of the famous imperial columns, the 
distinctive signature of DeWitt watch creations.

The elegant design of the dials, available in three 
shades of lacquer (black, white or blue), showcases 
the two gold-encircled counters displaying the 
complications.

Like all DeWitt watch creations, it perfectly meets 
the very high standard of finishes endorsed by the 
Manufacture. We also find two small “W” signatures 
on the crown and on the buckle.

Linked more closely than ever to the exclusive end of 
the market with the Academia Out of Time model, 
the DeWitt Manufacture combines unconventional 
watchmaking expertise with constantly renewed 
creativity to create this resolutely innovative timepiece.

ACADEMIA
OUT OF TIME
With its strong symbolism and innovative technical approach, the
Academia Out of Time model forms a new addition to the DeWitt
Manufacture’s series of emblematic watch creations.
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Since its creation in 2004, and its 
first participation in Baselworld 
presenting their inaugural 
invention, the Double Tourbillon 
30°, Greubel Forsey can be 
forgiven for wondering where the 
time has gone.

The company celebrated the 
event by commissioning the 
renowned artist Alain Bardet 
to condense the events of the 
decade into a beautiful fresco. 
A fresco which captures its 
principle of fine craftsmanship and 

the uncompromising pursuit of 
fundamental research in horology 
which has seen Greubel Forsey 
develop several inventions at the 
Experimental Watch Technology 
(EWT) laboratory, notably the 
Tourbillon 24 Secondes, the 
Double Balancier, the Quadruple 
Tourbillon and the Différentiel 
d’Égalité.

This same vitality inspires 
Greubel Forsey to embody its 
inventions in timepieces whose 

architecture can on occasion be 
extremely original. The Invention 
Pieces symbolising this spirit of 
experimentation, which powers 
its work.

The company has already 
garnered several awards: the 
Prix Gaïa in 2009, the Grand 
Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève in 
2010, and the Locle International 
Chronometry Competition in 
2011. They have also joined 
Geneva’s Salon International de la 
Haute Horlogerie (SIHH), which 

brings together the world’s most 
prestigious watchmakers, thus 
confirming the recognition of 
their peers.

However, without doubt the 
greatest consecration comes 
from their customers who have 
consistently responded to their 
creative artistry. This is epitomised 
by Art Piece 1, the company’s first 
collaboration with a contemporary 
artist in the creation of a truly 
unique timepiece.

Robert Greubel and Stephen 
Forsey push the aesthetics of 
their timepieces beyond the 
limits; as well as the finish of 
the component parts whether 
they are visible or not. This truly 
speaks volumes about the quest 
for perfection that drives these 
creators!

To celebrate their ten-year 
birthday and their sixth year 
at SIHH Greubel Forsey have 
launched three new variations of 
the Tourbillon 24 Secondes, that 

fit perfectly into their signature’s 
positioning between Art and 
Science.

All in all, during their first ten 
years, Greubel Forsey has 
produced a total of almost 900 
timepieces, all of which are 
available worldwide through a 
network of carefully selected 
retailers.

HowTime
Flies
Greubel Forsey celebrates 10 years of horological excellence
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Great Escapes 
in Chile & 
Argentina

After years of producing consistently well-

regarded and accolade-earning wines, South 

America has well and truly stamped its reputation 

as a must-visit destination for oenophiles. Wine 

tourism is really taking hold there, with front-

running wine producers Chile and Argentina 

leading the pack for stylish vineyard retreats. 

We’re uncorking two of South America’s most 

exclusive vineyard-based hotels, each specifically 

designed with wine in mind. So forget about 

day trips from big cities and hole up in the heart 

of the winemaking regions, where a vineyard 

is always within sight and a good glass always 

within reach. 

Harriet Whiting & Clare Speak
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Vina Vik is a startling, shiny-roofed 
structure incongruously nestled in 
the rugged scrub of the Millahue 
Valley. From a distance, its shiny 
titanium roof is a shimmering 
vision set amid acres upon acres of 
neat bright-green rows. These are 
the vines that produce Vina Vik’s 
stunning wine.

Vina Vik is hotelier Alexander Vik’s 
first foray into wine producing and 
although he already has a clutch of 
successful, luxury hotels in Uruguay, 
including Playa Vik and Hotel 
Estancia, his sights are now firmly 
fixed on the wine world. This area 
was chosen specifically for its fertile 
soil and the bowing branches and 
plump bunches are testament to its 
fecundity.

Designed by Chilean architect 
Smiljan Radic, the winery looks 
sleek and futuristic. It’s a dazzling 
architectural disk with a moonscape 
entrance, strewn with boulders 
and shallow water — designed 
specifically to keep the cellar 

underneath cool. Below, in the 
barrel ageing room, where the 
walls are lined with French oak 
barrels, you can sample a glass 
of the smooth Vik wine. It’s a 
blend of predominantly Chilean 
grapes: Carmenère, plus Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah and it’s 
extremely good.

If you love wine, then Vina Vik fits 
the bill. But the hotel is so much 
more. Take the bedrooms: the 
décor is interesting and unique, 
with a different artist responsible 
for each one. You might have 
Japanese-inspired fittings or a 
bathroom tiled with Euro coins. 
Then there are the top-notch 
mod-cons, among them remote-
controlled panoramic windows that 
face the 11,000-acre view. With 
the colours of the never-ending 
vines changing as the sun slips 
behind the distant mountains, it’s a 
peaceful and still scene. 

Another serene spot to drink in 
the views (and more of that lovely 

wine) is beside the granite infinity 
pool. For a closer look at the 
verdant valleys and forest-clad hills 
then hop on a horse for a gentle 
hack through the grassy trails. 
If a massage beckons, then the 
Caudalie spa can deliver, with many 
treatments using grape extracts 
including exfoliating pips.

At dinner, dishes are produced 
without fanfare but with slick 
service. Expect gastronomic fare 
from local ingredients such as short 
ribs, chorizo and zingy salsas, paired 
with lashings of Vik vino. 

There are one or two other notable 
hotels in the area for wine-lovers 
wanting to create a bespoke tour. 
Luxurious Lapostolle Residence to 
the south of Vina Vik overlooks the 
Apalta vineyards and has only four 
suites, which ensures an intimate 
atmosphere. Further to the North 
is TerraVina, a Scandinavian-style 
hotel with its own vineyard and 
epic views of the Andes.

Chile
Vina Vik, Millahue Valley
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Mendoza, Argentina, is well-
known as one of the great wine 
regions of the world, but its appeal 
doesn’t end with fine vintages. The 
grand mountains, clear blue skies, 
architecture, culture and choice of 
exclusive accommodation make it a 
destination that no traveller would 
want to miss.

Approximately 75 minutes south 
of the city of Mendoza, the once-
overlooked Uco Valley (Valle de 
Uco) is now gaining attention for 
its breathtaking natural beauty and 
high-quality wine production. It’s 
also one of the highest-altitude 
wine regions in the world.

Tucked away among the lush 
vineyards, you’ll find exclusive 
retreats where you can really get 
away from it all. The combination 
of winemaking, adventure and 
romance proves especially alluring 
at The Vines Resort & Spa.

Built in 2013, The Vines boasts 
more than 1,500 acres of land. 
Outdoor hot tubs, fire pits and 
private rooftop terraces for 

stargazing make their one-bedroom 
deluxe villas perfect for a romantic 
getaway. Detail-oriented design 
indoors gives each villa the feel 
of an intimate haven set amid 
vast open spaces and dramatic 
landscapes.

Just next door to the Vines, you’ll 
find the Gimenez Riili winery. Meet 
the winemaking family and explore 
their cosy, traditional winery on a 
tour led by one of the handsome 
brothers. While in the Uco Valley, 
be sure to visit Clos de los Siete, 
a collaborative project run by four 
Mendoza wineries that each use 
distinctly different methods of 
winemaking. This unique space also 
hosts frequent art exhibitions.

There are plenty of activities for 
couples to enjoy within The Vines 
resort itself. Take to the pampas 
on horseback or, depending on 
the season, guests can help with 
planting vines or punching down 
fermenting grapes. Afterwards, 
head to the Barrel Room for a 
guided tasting session or workshop 
with master winemakers.

Watching the sun set over the 
mountains with a glass of the 
resort’s own Recuerdos wine is the 
perfect way to begin an evening. 
Follow it up with an open-air 
barbecue or dine in the onsite 
restaurant, where Argentina’s most 
famous chef Francis Mallmann uses 
his mastery of both fire and French 
technique on the country’s famous 
beef.

Mendoza has so much to explore, 
and there’s a good choice of 
intimate accommodation where 
food and wine take centre-stage. 
The secluded lodge at Algodon 
Wine Estate, in the rolling foothills 
of the Sierra Pintada Mountains, 
has five luxury suites and a world-
class winery set in expansive 
estate grounds. Casa Margot 
Champagnerie, a five-star boutique 
hotel with only two rooms, is 
situated in the heart of Mendoza’s 
most important gastronomical 
centre, Chacras de Coria, and 
makes an ideal starting point for 
exploring the wine trails of Luján de 
Cuyo. 

Argentina
The Vines Resort & Spa, Uco Valley, Mendoza
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Geneva 2015: 
bring out the big guns

In the recession, motor shows were glum affairs. Supercars 
were in short supply, everyone spoke about having no money 
and, to demonstrate how sensible and spendthrift they were 
being, car manufacturers packed their stands with sensible, 
economic models. Motor shows somehow lost their colour. 

But now it would seem, the good times are back. Many car 
companies can’t make enough shiny new motors to meet 
booming demand, and the profits they’re making – for Porsche, 
it’s $19,000 on every single car sold in 2014 – are financing a 
new wave of record-chasing, wallet-busting performance cars. 
At the 2015 Geneva Motor Show, they were out in force. 

By Richard Aucock
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Audi had a stand packed with its new R8 supercar; this one starts at nearly £120,000 
instead of the current car’s £93k opening price, but that seemed a mere detail at Geneva 
2015. The Ferrari 458 Italia currently costs less than £180k, but its 488 GTB successor is 
likely to weigh in at over £190k. Who cares though, when it has another 110hp – power 
is all, after all. The Bugatti La Finale, rumoured to have cost nearly £2 million? Hey, make 
it two! (Slight problem: they’re only making one – and it literally is the ‘final’ Veyron ever. 
There’ll be a replacement). 

Aston Martin showed a new Vantage GT3, but may as well not have done because 
they’re already sold out, and we’re sure the mighty Vulcan will follow suit, despite being 
a track-only ‘race experience’ car. The McLaren P1 GTR is a similar such racer for road 
car drivers, and there’s a clamour for them too: limiting the 675 Longtail roadcar to 500 
units is a masterstroke as it’s surely only months before they’re all sold out.

Bentley XP10 Speed 6
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Those wishing to empty their Swiss bank accounts on a new Bentley sports car 
will have to wait a little while though: the EXP10 Speed 6 that stole the show is 
currently only a concept, though we don’t expect it to remain that way for long. 
After all, everyone hated the EXP 9F SUV concept and yet, three years after it was 
shown, we’re on the cusp of getting a production version. Surely Bentley will soon 
green-light this beautiful new Audi R8 and Porsche 911-rivalling coupe?

Ferrari 488 GTB

McLaren 675 LT

McLaren P1 GTR
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Martin DBX crossover to an Audi prologue that’s said to hint at a 
new range-topping shooting brake coupe (no change from £100k 
there, either).

From supercars to performance cars, to concept cars, all in all an 
inspiring display this year in Geneva. 

A sure sign that the good times are back? Why not?

It wasn’t all supercars, mind. There were ultra-expensive limousines 
too: Rolls-Royce decked out the Phantom in silk and launched the 
rather vivid Serenity edition; more vivid still is the new Mercedes-
Maybach Pullman, a modern-day version of the car John Lennon 
painted in psychedelia. We checked: such a colourscheme is not 
(currently) an option. 
Even the concept cars were far out, from an all-electric Aston 

Rolls Royce Phantom

Aston Martin Vanquish
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A wise person once said that while good design 
means making something intelligible and 
memorable, great design is all about making 
something memorable and meaningful. A truism 
one can only imagine was front of mind when 
the designers responsible for the Range Rover 
Evoque set about their task. For a more equitable 
balance of function, form and shear beauty it is 
frankly difficult to imagine. An innovation not 
only for the Land Rover brand, but for the SUV 
market as a whole.

Which is why, with 157 international design 
awards to its name since it was launched in 
2011, it’s hard to imagine that same group of 
designers wanting to alter their creation with the 
launch of a derivative model. As another wise 
person once said, ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’. But, 
and it’s a fairly big but, the latest addition to the 
Evoque line-up, as it’s name suggests, is busily 
rewriting the family story. Or at the very least, 
the latest chapters.

For the Range Rover Evoque Autobiography is, 
to extend the literary analogy, an all-absorbing 
story of luxury, physicality, performance and 
integrity. 

While it retains the Evoque’s unique and 
distinctive personality, the range-topping 
Autobiography ticks ever more boxes in terms of 
luxury and also comes equipped with automatic 
and adaptive Xenon headlamps, exclusive 20-
inch Autobiography diamond-turned forged alloy 
wheels, Oxford leather seats with positioning 
memory, keyless entry, the Evoque’s 9-speed 
automatic transmission, the Terrain Response 
system, a panoramic sunroof, and a 17-speaker 
Meridian sound system. 

“The Range Rover Evoque raised expectations 
in the compact SUV class and continues to be 
applauded for its ground-breaking design and 
premium interior,” said Land Rover Design 

Evoque
Pleasure

LAND ROVER  
EVOQUE  

WRITES ITS OWN STORY  
- Introducing the Evoque 

Autobiography
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Director & Chief Creative Officer Gerry McGovern. “The new 
Range Rover Evoque Autobiography is a natural progression, 
bringing luxury that’s more commonly associated with far 
larger, more expensive models to a premium compact SUV, 
while reaffirming its ability to resonate with customers on 
an emotional level.”

A name previously found only on the more luxurious 
Range Rover and Range Rover Sport, the Autobiography 
is distinguished by a selection of premium interior and 
exterior upgrades, offering large-car luxury in a small and 
nimble package.

Available in coupé or 5-door body styles, the Autobiography 
benefits from enhanced Dynamic body styling and new 
exterior trim components highlighted in atlas silver. These 
components include a new premium grille design, lower 
front valance and new foglight surrounds. The lower 
reaches of the Autobiography’s body sides are finished 
in contrasting santorini black, creating a ground-hugging 
stance, while jewel-like ‘crystal’ headlights and tail lamps 
enhance the premium feel. Autobiography ingot badging 
on the tailgate and front fender vents further distinguishes 
the exterior.

Autobiography models are equipped with a luxurious 
and sumptuous leather interior in a selection of six 
colour palettes, along with Autobiography embossing on 
the front headrests. New illuminated tread plates with 
Autobiography script are available in a choice of three 
distinctive finishes. 

Those with an eye for state-of-the art technology will 
be pleased to hear that in addition to Land Rover’s 
existing suite of connected-car technologies, as of 2016 
InControlTM Apps will also debut across the range in 
the Latin American region. A world first system, already 

available in other Land Rover models and regions, which 
enables vehicle-optimised smartphone apps to be 
displayed and controlled with their original look and feel 
from the vehicle’s touchscreen. Owners simply connect 
their smartphones directly through a dedicated USB port 
to enable compatible iPhone or Android apps to function. 

The family story just keeps getting better and better.
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Looking for bliss? Then prepare to be pampered. 

From island escapes to jungle hideaways, 

seaside idylls to desert oases, here are ten of 

the most luxurious destination spas on earth. In 

no particular order.

Ten of the Best:

Luxury Spas
by Harriet Whiting 
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The Brando resort – once owned by Marlon 
himself – is as near to paradise as you can 

get. A ravishing French Polynesian island ringed 
by blindingly-white sand and dotted with leaning 
coconut trees, is cocooned within by a crystal 
clear lagoon bejewelled with brightly-coloured 
coral gardens. You’ll find utter tranquility in the 
nature here, with regulars in the turquoise sea 
including turtles, whales and dolphins. Bike the 
sandy tracks to the Varua spa, located in the heart 
of the jungle. Up in the canopy you can take a 
treatment in the treehouse suite, where a strong 
Polynesian-style massage will loosen knots to the 
sound of lapping waves.

Varua Polynesian Spa
The Brando
French Polynesia

This destination spa just keeps getting 
better and better. Devotees return 

religiously and it recently won a bevvy of awards 
to add to its bulging cabinet. So what makes 
Chiva-Som such a superstar spa? Some say it’s 
the delectable food, always low fat but packing a 
punch with zingy Asian herbs and sauces. Others 
swear by the army of Chiva-Som therapists who 
are on hand to offer everything from reiki healing 
and Pranayama breathing to interval training. 
While others still cite the discreet and hushed 
atmosphere, attracting privacy-seeking celebs and 
burnt-out businessmen. You will leave recharged, 
energised and several pounds lighter.

Chiva-Som
Hua Hin / Cha-am 
Thailand

02

01
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The stunning private beach at Esencia is 
a slice of perfection. Couples lounge in 

thatched huts and sink their feet in baby-soft 
sand while palm trees bend obligingly. Esencia’s 
white stucco house, once the residence of 
an Italian duchess, forms a lofty and grand 
backdrop. In the jungly garden, tucked in 
amongst the foliage, is the airy Mayan spa, a 
circular building topped with dried palm leaves. 
Here the breeze circulates around the made-
for-two Jacuzzis, each looking out onto the 
tropical spa garden. Massages and facials make 
use of organic and chemical-free ingredients 
including rose petals and fresh herbs. There’s 
a fitness room and juice bar too, while yoga 
bunnies can get up at dawn for classes at the 
beachside pavilion.

The Spa Esencia
Mexico

This is not just one picture perfect 
tropical island but two, joined together 

by a boardwalk that hovers over aquamarine 
water. Both have bags of rustic charm, with 
driftwood décor, polished wooden floors 
and sea view bathtubs. This is a get-away-
from-it-all experience where you can tap into 
the verdant nature all around. Snorkel off a 
deserted beach, meditate in the jungle or tune 
into your chakras by the sea shore. Wellness 
retreats are recommended for those seeking 
big results; highlights include the stillness bath 
ritual and rainforest facial.

Song Saa Sanctuary,
Cambodia

04

03
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The otherworldly landscape of Zighy Bay 
means letting go and relaxing is easy. The 

hotel is surrounded on three sides by the dramatic 
peaks, rust-red ridges and never-ending desert of 
the Hajar Mountains. On the other side, it faces a 
sublime white-sand beach with sparkling sea. The 
Six Senses Spa is a showstopper, offering a large 
range of holistic treatments from acupuncture 
to Ayurveda, all overseen by your own personal 
practitioner. You can even experience a Moroccan 
hammam. Post-treatment, kick back in your suite 
with private plunge pool, or grab a bean bag 
dotted among the date palms for the open-air 
evening movie club.

Six Senses
Zighy Bay
Oman

This superb hotel is the place to stay 
in Thailand’s capital, providing a cool 

sanctuary from the sensory overload of the 
capital’s hectic streets. Inside you will find 
a calm and classic atmosphere with stylish 
use of teak, silk and exotic Thai fabrics. The 
crowing glory of this luxurious hotel is the 
Oriental Spa, housed in a traditional four-
storey building made from gleaming teak. 
It’s a place of extreme zen and peace: a 
soothing lily pond runs through the centre 
and therapists pad quietly around ferrying 
relaxed guests from room to room. Try 
a Rhassoul Bath, the first of its kind in 
Thailand, for a rejuvenating uplift to your 
wellbeing.

The Oriental Spa
Mandarin Oriental
Bangkok

05

06
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Reservations:  

+44 (0)208 600 0430  

enquiries@virginlimitededition.com

www.virginlimitededition.com

Get to know Virgin Limited Edition, Sir Richard Branson’s 

extraordinary collection of private retreats. From one of the world’s 

most exclusive private islands to thrilling safaris via a magical 

Moroccan kasbah, each location is designed to be your home away 

from home. This is your vacation with added personality!

NECKER ISLAND 
British Virgin Islands

ULUSABA 
South Africa

MAHALI MZURI 
Kenya

MONT ROCHELLE 
South Africa

KASBAH TAMADOT 
Morocco

THE ROOF GARDENS  
United Kingdom

THE LODGE  
Switzerland

NECKER BELLE 
British Virgin Islands

. . .THAT CAN’T BE IMITATED – ONLY EXPERIENCED!

LUXURY
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Arriving by helicopter is always a great 
start to any trip, but as your chopper 

disappears over the Mantiqueira Mountains, you’ll 
be left with a calm sense of peace at this slick 
yet homely Brazilian hotel. Huge glass windows 
frame views of the sub-tropical forest whilst 
interiors are made of rugged stone, polished steel 
and varnished wooden floors. In the spa, you will 
find niche treatments such as the isotonic pool, 
tropical rain sauna and saltwater flotation tank. 
Guests are encouraged to make the most of the 
clean mountain air so horse riding trips, tennis and 
hiking are part of the wellbeing agenda.

Botanique Spa
Botanique, Brazil

07

Expect results at Como Shambhala, 
the grande dame of spa hotels. Initial 

consultations will direct you to the resident 
doctor, healer and masseur via some of 
Indonesia’s spectacular scenery. The expansive 
jungle is backed by bright green paddy fields; 
descend the moss-covered steps by the 
crashing Agung River and you’ll discover 
freshwater pools and open-sided treatment 
rooms. The spa is built around nature, with 
palm trees entwined through the structure. 
Try a Taksu massage, a Balinese treatment 
that focuses on long deep strokes. Afterwards, 
make time for the submerged hydrotherapy 
loungers in the mineral spa pool.

Wellness Retreat
Como Shambhala
Bali

08
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One of the most indulgent and 
pampering spas in the world, this 

is located on its very own tropical island; a 
perfectly formed islet of fine sand offering 
breezy treatment rooms nestled between 
coconut trees. Getting here is a quick Dhoni 
ride from the resort on a neighbouring island. 
It might just have the finest spa cuisine in the 
world too, with the likes of lobster salad and 
carpaccio of beef served up daily. Treat yourself 
to a spoiling Guerlain facial then laze in a 
hammock and commit the sensational views to 
memory – you won’t want to forget them.

Cheval Blanc Randheli
Maldives

You can’t fail to feel the love at this 
award-winning destination spa. The rural 

location is tinged with raw beauty: oak forests 
scattered with granite boulders, hemmed in by 
orange-tinted mountains. It’s a family-run place so 
you’ll find smiley staff offering extra-mile service. 
There’s a sociable, communal vibe for classes 
and meals but equally you can take me-time in 
a hammock or bubbly hot tub. A highlight is the 
emphasis on learning through cookery, tours of 
nature and evening speakers, so you’ll leave La 
Rancho feeling empowered and inspired.

Rancho La Puerta
California

09

10
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Fashion

Title: Butterfly headdress of  

hand-painted turkey feathers 

 Artist: Philip Treacy for 

Alexander McQueen

Terredhermes.com

I N S P I R E D  B Y  E A R T H  A N D  S K Y
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Alexander
McQueen

Born in London’s East End in 1969, the son of a taxi driver, Alexander McQueen left school at 16 with just one 
‘O’ Level under his belt and headed straight for Savile Row to begin an apprenticeship with numerous tailors, 
where he cemented his reputation for making impeccably tailored suits. After a brief spell in Italy working for 
Romeo Gigli, McQueen applied to Central St Martins College of Art and Design to work as a tutor in pattern 
cutting. However, on the advice of Bobby Hillson, the head of the masters course, McQueen instead became 
a student of the college, graduating with a masters degree in fashion design and selling his entire graduation 
collection to influential fashion stylist Isabella Blow. 

On February 12, 2010 during a colourful career through which he was plagued by depression and drug 
overdoses, he hung himself in his London home.

But why was this sought-after designer’s suicide such a huge loss to the fashion world?... 

What do Mikhail Gorbachev, Prince Charles, David Bowie, Bjork, Nicole Kidman, Rihanna, 

Lady Gaga, Penelope Cruz, Gwyneth Paltrow and Sarah Jessica Parker all have in common? 

They all wear clothes designed by “the hooligan of English fashion”, “the master of the 

fantastic”, the “enfant terrible,” Alexander McQueen.

FASHION

Title: Portrait of A
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Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty, in partnership 
with Swarovski, supported by American Express, 

with thanks to M∙A∙C Cosmetics, technology partner 
Samsung and made possible with the co-operation 

of Alexander McQueen, 
runs from 14 March – 2 August 2015. 

www.vam.ac.uk/savagebeauty

By Jade McLean

http://www.vam.ac.uk/savagebeauty
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McQueen’s Career

Words such as “unconventional”, 
“rebellious”, “shocking”, and 
“innovative,” are often used to 
describe McQueen’s collections 
and the way in which they were 
launched.

One of his earliest and most 
dramatic catwalk shows, titled 
VOSS, featured an enormous glass 
box, which mirrored everyone in 
the brightly-lit auditorium due to 

the interior of the box remaining 
dark. Said McQueen of his 
production: “Ha! I was really pleased 
about that. I was looking at it on 
the monitor, watching everyone 
trying not to look at themselves. 
It was a great thing to do in the 
fashion industry—turn it back on 
them!” Finally when the show 

began, the lights came on inside the 
box, revealing a naked model on a 
chaise longue wearing a gas mask as 
butterflies fluttered around her. The 
glass walls then fell away, smashing 
on the floor. Nick Knight, a British 
fashion photographer who had 
been sitting in the front row next 
to Gwyneth Paltrow and British 
Vogue editor Alexander Schuillman, 
said it was, “probably one of the 
best pieces of Fashion Theatre I 
have ever witnessed.”

McQueen continued to bring 

“drama” and “extravagance” to 
the catwalk, with collections such 
as Highland Rape, a ”dark and 
tortured” show depicting events in 
Scottish history; his 1998 Givenchy 
show where double amputee 
model Aimee Mullins opened the 
show, kitted out with a pair of 
hand-carved wooden legs made 

from solid ash; his Autumn 2006 
show “Widows of Culloden,” in 
which he used a hologram of Kate 
Moss dressed in yards of rippling 
fabric and Spring 2010’s Plato’s 
Atlantis, a collection inspired by his 
passion for scuba diving.

He was the first designer to use 
Indian models. He was also the 
man responsible for those world-
renowned (and widely criticized) 
low-rise “bumster” jeans. He was 
the first to work with MAC who 
released a series of cosmetics 
created by fashion designers - 
his range inspired by the 1963 
Elizabeth Taylor movie, Cleopatra 
for which his models wore heavy, 
Egyptian-style make-up in blue, 
green and teal colours and heavy 
black eye-liner. 

By the end of 2007 McQueen had 
boutiques in London, New York, 
Los Angeles, Milan, and Las Vegas 
as well as a stunning number of 
awards and accolades including four 
Best British Designer of the Year 
awards (between 1996 and 2003) 
and a CBE (Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire).

McQueen’s Death

Following his suicide, just a few 
days after his mother had passed 
away from cancer, McQueen’s 
final, unfinished Autumn/Winter 
collection, consisting of 16 pieces, 
was revealed during Paris fashion 
week in March of 2010. Fashion 

McQueen continued to bring “drama” and 
“extravagance” to the catwalk

FASHION

Title: Duck feather dress Artist: Alexander McQueen Date: The Horn of Plenty, A/W 2009-10 Credit line: Model: Magdalena Frackowiak represented 
by dna model management New York, Image: firstVIEW
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editors described his show as being 
“hard to watch” as it was heavily 
influenced by McQueen’s obsession 
with death and the afterlife. 

Shulman said his work “influenced 
a whole generation of designers,” 
and, on his death, she stated on 
Vogue’s website: “His brilliant 
imagination knew no bounds as 
he conjured up collection after 
collection of extraordinary designs. 
At one level he was a master of 
the fantastic, creating astounding 
fashion shows that mixed design, 
technology and performance, and 
on another he was a modern day 
genius whose gothic aesthetic 
was adopted by women the world 
over. His death is the hugest loss to 
anyone who knew him and for very 
many who didn’t.” Similarly, model 
Naomi Campbell said she was “truly 
devastated” by McQueen’s death.

McQueen’s Legacy

Despite his death, the Alexander 
McQueen empire lives on, largely 
due to the work of his long-term 

assistant Sarah Burton. Burton 
started working for McQueen as 
an intern in 1996 and went on to 
become his personal assistant upon 
her graduation in 1997. In 2000 
she became head of Womenswear, 
creating dresses for the likes of 
Michelle Obama, Gwyneth Paltrow 
and, most famously, Catherine 
Middleton’s wedding dress, Pippa 
Middleton’s maid-of-honour dress 
and Kate’s post-wedding dress for 
her wedding to Prince William, 
Duke of Cambridge in 2011. 
Burton has since been included in 
Time’s annual list of the 100 most 
influential people in the world.

McQueen 2015

In 2011 New York’s The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art held a 
posthumous exhibition of his work, 
titled Savage Beauty. The exhibition 
lasted for three months and was so 
critically acclaimed that McQueen’s 
fans and industry peers set up a 
petition on Change.org to “Please 
Make Alexander McQueen’s Savage 
Beauty a Traveling Exhibition,” in 

order to share the designer’s vision 
with the world. The exhibition had 
been the most successful one in the 
museum’s history, thus the petition 
was granted. It’s currently showing 
at London’s Victoria and Albert 
Museum until July 19 of this year. 

This year, on the fifth anniversary 
of his death, it was revealed that 
a play titled McQueen would be 
staged at St James Theatre in 
London. Written by James Phillips 
and directed by John Caird, the 
story follows a girl who has been 
watching McQueen’s Mayfair house 
and decides to make a name for 
herself by breaking in and stealing 
a dress. McQueen catches her but, 
rather than calling the police, they 
“embark together on a journey 
through London and into his heart.” 
McQueen’s sister Janet described 
the play as ‘true to his spirit’. 
McQueen will run from May 9 until 
June 6.
Sources: Wikipedia, CNN, St James Theatre.

Title: Spray painted dress Artist: Alexander McQueen Date: No 13, S/S 1999 Credit line: Model: Shalom Harlow represented by dna model management New York, Image: Catwalking

FASHION
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Victoria
Beckham It has been almost 20 years since 

the Spice Girls phenomenon 
exploded onto the international 
pop scene, liberally and loudly 
setting us straight on what we 
apparently really really wanted. 
Victoria Adams in the role of 
Posh Spice, was more renowned 
for her razor sharp straight 
hair, short skirts and pursed lips 
than her dancing and singing, 
appearing slightly uncomfortable 
as her band mates enthusiastically 
cavorted and “zig-a-zig-aaad” 
across packed arena stages. By 
her own admission, although 
she had a burning ambition to 
perform and be famous, she 
never felt entirely at ease as a 
singer and at the time suffered 
from a lack of confidence. 

One half of - and the driving 
force behind – “Brand Beckham”, 
Victoria married footballer David 
Beckham in a lavish ceremony in 
1997, a year after their first son, 
Brooklyn was born. Although 
initially Victoria was the more 
successful, the tables were then 
flipped as his career took off and 
hers waned after the collapse of 
the Spice Girls group. 

Life post-Spice Girls hailed 
Victoria primarily as queen of 
the footballer WAGs, mother, 
designer brand clotheshorse 
and unenthusiastic solo pop star 
prone to the occasional dubious 
collaboration. 

Bermuda tans in winter, OK 
Magazine spreads, constantly 
evolving hairstyles and expensive 
‘his and hers‘ outfits followed, 
as David and Victoria became 
so well established in the 
media spotlight that their every 
move, hairstyle and choice of 
Louboutins were scrutinized and 
commented on. 

It is exactly this high-profile yet 
somewhat experimental phase 
of her life that makes Victoria 
and her latest meteoric rise to 
success so fascinating. Indeed 
there are those close to her who 
believe the world is only now 
beginning to see the real Victoria. 
The woman she dreamed of 
becoming all those years ago 
in her bedroom in Goffs Oak.. 
Speculation also abounds that 
her secret lies in the fact that 
this version of Victoria doesn’t 
necessarily “play nice”. Like other 

successful businesswomen of her 
generation, she appears detached 
and indifferent to what people 
and the media think of her, or if 
they even like her. 

By the time the Beckhams were 
introducing their fourth child 
into the world, the Beckham 
clan had broken into the US 
market, with David playing for 
‘soccer’ team LA Galaxy and 
Victoria befriending some of the 
city’s most influential celebrities, 
including Tom Cruise and Katie 
Holmes. America, where many 
British celebrities had failed to 
carve a niche, took to Victoria 
with open arms. Was it a 
fortuitous move, or maybe the 
next logical step of the Beckham 
story? As she launched her own 
denim label DVB Style in 2006, 
it was to become a turning point 
in both her burgeoning fashion 
career and her image. 

As public perception began to 
shift, Victoria launched her first 
range of dresses in 2008 under 
her new label Victoria Beckham 
to critical acclaim and she graced 
the cover of British Vogue. 
Flattering, French-inspired 

The Designer Formally Known As Posh Spice.

When Anna Wintour, editor-in-chief of American Vogue, notoriously said 
“don’t underestimate her” the world sat up and realized that the Designer 
Formally Known As Posh Spice had transitioned from fashion novice to 
darling of the runway. But how did this metamorphosis occur and who is the 
personality behind the glossy pout and dark glasses that seemed to, in one fell 
swoop, miraculously win the hearts and acclaim of the fashion elite?

Everett C
ollection / Shutterstock.com

http://www.shutterstock.com/gallery-921176p1.html?pl=edit-00&cr=00">Everett Collection</a> / <a href="http://www.shutterstock.com/?pl=edit-00&cr=00">Shutterstock.com</a>
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designs made from luxury fabrics 
made up this inaugural spring/
summer dress collection and 
quickly gained a wide A-list 
following that included Cameron 
Diaz, Beyonce and Gwyneth 
Paltrow.

It’s now difficult to imagine that 
only a few years ago she was 
barred from one of Alexander 
McQueen’s catwalk shows, or to 
believe an oft-repeated rumor 
that Tom Ford had tried to stop 
her from wearing his Gucci 
collections. How things have 

changed. Nowadays it seems that 
Vicky from the Block can’t put a 
well-heeled foot wrong. 

In person she conveys a 
personality vastly different to 
the ice-queen we see splashed 
across magazine covers. Although 
questions have been raised as to 
whether she is anything other 
than a face for the brand, she 
candidly admits that she cannot 
draw, coming to the industry 
from a different angle. In a 
recent interview with the New 
York Times she said “‘When I’m 
starting work on the collection, 
I just sit with my team and talk 
to them about what I like, what 
I find inspiring, what I’m desiring, 
what I want to wear, what I 
haven’t done before... I can draw, 
but badly. I think that’s okay. No 
one’s expecting me to do it the 
normal way.”

Keeping her team on a tight 
leash, all the decisions come 
from her, a self-diagnosed 
“control freak”, and it has been 
this commitment to perfection 
that has ultimately won over her 
harshest critics. Where before 
her aloof persona was criticized 
heavily in the media, it appears to 
have finally found its place.

Her appeal lies with the fact that 
she understands what women 
want, focusing on the female 
form to bring out the best in it. 
As Alexandra Shulman, editor 

of British Vogue observes, “She 
takes conventional dresses and 
makes them stand out”. 

By 2011 her collections were 
playing an established part in 
New York fashion week and the 
range had expanded from only 
dresses, to incorporate separates, 
luxury handbags, sunglasses 
and denims, and a more casual 
“sister-line” called Victoria, 
Victoria Beckham. The brand 
continues to grow, with husband 
David set to release a menswear 
range later this year, and Victoria 
a line of luxury nail varnishes for 
Nails Inc.

The real proof of her 
achievement though is in the 
figures. After opening her first 
boutique on Dover Street in 
London and the launch of her 
website in 2014, within just one 
year her sales had doubled to 

£30 million, and it was reported 
that Victoria Beckham was selling 
on average £83,000 worth of 
stock each day. Her label was 
awarded Designer Brand of 
the Year at the British Fashion 
Awards and she was crowned 
the UK’s most successful female 
entrepreneur of 2014. 

Her current personal image also 
echoes her brand. Gone are the 
ostentatious Bermuda tans and 
bold color combinations. Her 
appearance now more closely 
reflects her simple code of “less 

is more”, often wearing her own 
collection at celebrity events to 
act as poster girl for her brand.

Media honey, or a savvy woman 
who has paved her way with 
determination, history has shown 
how often strong women are 
seen with a skeptical eye. There’s 
certainly no questioning her hard 
work and success, something 
to be admired in a world where 
“famous” is fleeting. With 
2015 promising to be a year of 
change for women throughout 
the world, Victoria has perhaps 
become a fitting representative 
for that iconic turn of phrase “girl 
power”. Or more specifically, if 
at first you don’t succeed, try, try 
and try again, and with enough 
dedication, you might just get 
there. 

Go girl.

French-inspired designs made from luxury fabrics made up 

her inaugural spring/summer dress collection in 2008, and 

quickly gained a wide A-list following that included Cameron 

Diaz, Beyonce and Gwyneth Paltrow.
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Like celebrities 
themselves they 
come and go, 
never far from the 
spotlight. But which 
among them are the 
real superstars?

CULLINAN
Valued at a cool $2 billion, 
the Cullinan is arguably the 
most famous diamond ever 
found, notable for both its 
size and purity. Discovered in 
1905 in South Africa, it was 
named after the owner of the 
mine, Sir Thomas Cullinan, and 
then presented to the United 
Kingdom’s King Edward VII. 
From this diamond, 9 large 
gems and 96 small stones were 
taken, including the 530.2 carat 
Star of Africa (Cullinan I) now 
mounted onto the front of the 
Imperial State Crown of Great 
Britain.

CENTENARY DIAMOND
Dubbed the De Beers Centenary 
Diamond after its discovery 
in 1988. As a rough stone it 
weighed in at  whopping 599 
carats; once cut, a record-
breaking 247 facets were 
polished onto its surface, more 
than any before. Rated “color D” 
(the highest grade of colorless 
diamond ever recorded) it is 

almost completely flawless, 
and although its real value is 
unknown, it was insured for 
$100 million in 1991.

HEART OF ETERNITY
Found in the South Africa 
Premier Mine, this “vivid blue” 
27.64 carat diamond is one 
of the rarest of all the colored 
diamonds. It was cut into its 
current heart shape by the 
Steinmetz Group, before being 
acquired by diamond giant, De 
Beers. It is valued at around $16 
million and is one of the most 
expensive diamonds ever sold.

HOPE DIAMOND
The renowned and allegedly 
cursed Hope Diamond has a 
beguiling past of superstition, 
intrigue and some say even 
death. At 45.52 carats, it’s 
the largest-known deep blue 
diamond in the world, formed 
approximately 1.1 billion years 
ago and has a price tag of about 
$350 million. Most captivating 
of all, it emits an intense 
orange glow when exposed to 
ultraviolet light.

KRUPP DIAMOND
The diamond that Richard 
Burton famously purchased for 
Elizabeth Taylor for beating him 
at a game of ping-pong. Bought 
at the time for $305,000 in 
1968 it was one of her most 
prized pieces of jewelry worn in 

every film she made thereafter. 
Weighing in at 33 carats, it is 
believed to be the most flawless 
white diamond in the world.

STEINMETZ PINK (OR PINK 
STAR)
Weighing in at 59.6 carat, the 
Steinmetz Pink is the world’s 
largest “vivid pink” internally 
flawless diamond. It was mined 
in 1999 by De Beers in South 
Africa, and because of its rarity 
took two years to cut into the 
remarkable oval shaped cut we 
see today. Unveiled in Monaco, it 
was briefly worn by supermodel 
Helena Christenson. Its 
approximate value is $25 million.

MOUSSAIEFF RED DIAMOND
Formally known as “the red 
shield”, it is the world’s largest 
pure internally flawless red 
diamond, discovered by a farmer 
in Brazil during the 1990s. Red 
diamonds are incredibly rare 
with as little as 20 certified red 
diamonds in existence today. 
Originally it was owned by the 
William Goldberg Corporation 
of New York, who shaped it into 
the triangular brilliant cut (or 
trilliant cut) that we see today, 
weighing 5.11 carats. It was sold 
to Moussaieff Jewelers in 2001 
for $8 million.

WHO’S WHO IN THE  
WORLD OF DIAMONDS

From its humble beginnings below the earth to cut and polished brilliance, the 
diamond has been revered as a hypnotic classic that transcends cultures, time and 
fashion. Ancient Greeks thought of them as splinters of stars fallen from the earth, 
the Romans as tears of the Gods. The hardest substance known to man, to all they 
are a dazzling symbol of beauty and strength, wealth and success, and of enduring 
love and commitment that has bewitched mankind for thousands of years. 
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New York, NY: If seeing is believing, 
then L’Amour, the New Diamond 
Line from Christopher Designs, truly 
epitomizes magic. With a shape 
that’s a softer version of an emerald 
cut, L’Amour redefines just how 
spectacularly brilliant a diamond 
can be, especially for the consumer 
who favors the classic beauty of a 
traditional oval, radiant or elongated 

cushion cut. Its 50 facets, similar 
to Christopher Designs’ trademark 
Crisscut®, ensure the stone 
performs at least two grades higher 
in color than graded, and brilliance 
is never sacrificed. Independent 
GemEx testing rates the stones (GIA 
certified above .70 ct) as brilliant as 
an ideal round cut! These remarkable 
stones face up to an impressive 45% 

larger than other cuts of comparable 
weight. A 1 ct looks and measures 
like a 1.3-1.5 ct, creating a stunning 
illusion. Christopher Slowinski, 
designer and founder of Christopher 
Designs, describes L’Amour as “the 
new shape of love.”
An impressive array of mountings 
were chosen and redefined from 
Christopher Designs’ best-selling 

signature looks which have always 
emphasized beauty and simplicity. 
Seen on celebrities and style 
influencers alike, nationally advertised 
L’Amour has no online price 
competition. There’s simply nothing 
else available in today’s marketplace 
that can match its outstanding value.
It’s no mystery why L’Amour’s 
growing influence attracts price-

conscious consumers seeking a 
sizeable diamond with exceptional 
quality and optimized brilliance. 
The real difference is a diamond 
that appears larger, brighter and is 
better priced! That kind of magic is 
impossible to resist.

About Christopher Designs 
Christopher Designs, founded in 1981 

by Christopher Slowinski, combines the 
aesthetics of classic design with modern 
technology. The extraordinary brilliance 
of the patented and trademarked 
Crisscut® design embodies the ideals 
of beauty, perfection and innovation. 
Christopher Designs was the recipient 
of a prestigious JCK Jewelers’ Choice 
Award in 2014.

We love to 
believe in 
magic!

www.christopherdesigns.com/Crisscut
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Back in the 1960s, Búzios was just 
a backwater village when French 
starlet Brigitte Bardot rocked 
into town and publicly sang its 
praises. This celebrity endorsement 
triggered a surge in popularity, 
particularly among Rio’s well-
to-do. Soon it was being touted 
as the ‘Brazilian St. Tropez’. But 
this much-cited nickname does 
Búzios a disservice. This likeable 
seaside resort town is no mere 
Mediterranean knock-off.

Deciding what to do in Búzios is 
not tough; days are inevitably spent 
at the beach. The real conundrum 
is, which beach? There are more 

than 20 heavenly stretches to 
choose from, all of different 
shapes, sizes and suitability. Many 
are within walking distance of the 
cobblestone town centre, but most 
holidaymakers elect to hire a beach 
buggy, allowing them to travel 
from shore to shore with minimal 
exertion.

There is no one best beach; it 
depends on personal preference. 
Geribá, on the south side of the 
peninsula, is a broad expanse 
popular among surfers, for instance, 
while Ossos - a former pirate 
hideout and the rumored top pick 
of screen siren Bardot - is now 

a place to see and be seen. The 
startlingly white and difficult-to-
access Olho de Boi welcomes 
nudist bathers who want to tan 
their white bits, while horseshoe-
shaped Ferradura on the eastern 
edge possesses blissfully calm 
waters. 

As afternoon stretches into 
evening, Búzios’ beachgoers usually 
make the journey from deckchair 
to bar stool. If you’re at Ferradura, 
stop for a sundowner at the 
Eden Beach Lounge, part of the 
Insólito Boutique Hotel — a slick 
12-room retreat. Join the guests 
lolling on daybeds and watch the 

Búzios
TRAVEL

When urban-weary cariocas need a breather from Rio’s 
inexhaustible energy, Búzios is usually their go-to destination. Just a 
two-and-a-half-hour drive north of Rio de Janeiro, this peninsula’s 
seductive shoreline has city escapees smitten. With a thriving dining 

scene bolstering its natural appeal, it’s easy to see why.

by Mandy Hegarty
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waves lap gently on the shore - an 
idyllic setting for an end-of-day 
cocktail. The obvious drink choice 
is a caipirinha, Brazil’s ubiquitous 
and rather potent lime, sugar and 
cachaça concoction. At Brava 
beach, Búzios reaches peak chic 
as the stylish set gather at Rocka, 
a restaurant-cum-beach-lounge 
where exemplary seafood, bubbles, 
sun loungers and sea views invite 
customers to linger.

While the choice of loafing around 
in the sand all day is there — and 
is one many visitors understandably 
indulge in — it’s not the only 
option. Santiago Bebianno, a 

Búzios local and proprietor of Casa 
Brancas Boutique Hotel & Spa, 
extols the range of activities on 
offer. “Fine dining, pristine exotic 
beaches, water sports, such as 
surfing, diving, kite surfing, deep-sea 
fishing, and nightlife — all in one 
place.” And his top picks for things 
to do? “Watch the sunset from the 
terraces of Casas Brancas Boutique 
Hotel, rent a local fishing boat to 
go on a private tour or have lessons 
on kite surfing in Praia Rasa.”

The waters around Búzios are 
seriously clear, so going diving and 
snorkeling here simply makes sense. 
Scuba divers usually head to Ilha 

da Âncora, about a half hour away 
by boat, to take advantage of the 
excellent visibility. Beneath the 
surface, jewel-colored corals and 
barracudas, monkfish and green 
turtles rival the tanned and taut 
above-shore Brazilians with their 
ravishing good looks.  

If a typical day in Búzios begins at 
the beach, then a typical night ends 
at a table eating fresh seafood. 
The siren call of Búzios’ beaches 
has lured foreigners to settle on its 
shores, and the cosmopolitan and 
culturally diverse inhabitants are 
reflected in its restaurants. 

Numerous international food 
cultures are represented, from 
neighbouring Argentina and 
Colombia to far-flung Japanese, 
French and Italian cuisines. 

“You have all kind of options, 
expensive and cheap, Asian 
food, traditional Brazilian food, 
contemporary… ” says Fred Barros, 
co-founder of Menu Búzios, an 
online dining guide designed to 
help visitors navigate the dining 
scene. “Here food is a really cultural 
thing. Seafood is amazing, drinks 
are awesome, ice creams are made 
with Brazilian fruits you never heard 
of but you never forget the taste!”

The main dining hubs are around 
the areas of Rua das Pedras, Orla 
Bardot and Rua Manoel Turíbio 
(parallel to Rua das Pedras). If you’re 
in the vicinity of Rua das Pedras, 
visit Argentinian-run San Telmo 
Parrilla for a meat fix or try banana 
cake in Maria Maria Café. About a 
five-minute drive south from here 
is Porto da Barra, where there are 
many more culinary finds. Standouts 
include the intimate Cais de Gaia, 
which serves up simple but superb 
dishes such as Bolinho de Bacalhau 
(cod fritters), and buzzy Zuza, which 
produces skillfully executed seafood, 
including a teeming fish platter 
and fresh octopus drizzled with a 
balsamic vinegar sauce.

During summer, post-dinner fun is 
there for the taking. Bars blare live 
music and a handful of big-name 
clubs, including Privilége and Pacha, 
open their doors to Brazil’s bold and 
beautiful. Tamer late-night activities 
include a stroll down the Orla 
Bardot promenade, where Búzios’ 
celebrity fan, Brigitte Bardot, is 
cast in solid bronze with her gaze 
fixed out toward the sea. Camera-
touting tourists line up to pose with 
Bardot, and a few are struck with 
an irrational twinge of jealousy. And 
who could blame them? After all, 
she gets to stay here indefinitely.

TRAVEL
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EVANTRA

 “I wanted myself to drive and perform too this round of tests because I wanted to be absolutely sure I translated into the 

EVANTRA the dynamic concept I had had in mind for her since the very beginning; after those results, I am very happy to say 

that now the EVANTRA is exactly all what I wanted her to be. And there’s more: its responses instantly made me feel the skills, 

the excitement, the passion and the love that every single member of my team have spent with me in the days and nights of 

hard work of the last few years.

With a perfect weight distribution, which helped deliver the dynamic results we expected, the vehicle turned out to be safe and 

steady on motorways, extremely easy to handle on the ice-covered bends of the Apennine mountains but above all accurate 

and responsive when driving over the quick and sharp bends of the Tuscan hills, which have inspired its looks and technical 

concept since the very beginning.”  Luca Mazzanti

http://www.mazzantiautomobili.it

http://http://www.mazzantiautomobili.it
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Infinity and beyond
There are few things in life more pleasurable than 
dipping into a tranquil pool, gliding over to the 
edge and encountering some simply staggering 
views. With so many hotel resorts upping the 
ante when it comes to pool vistas, a walled-in 
rectangle of water will no longer suffice.
Whether you’re looking out onto a shimmering 
jungle scene, deserted beach or dazzling cityscape 
here are five top pools with views that really make 
a splash. by Harriet Whiting

Playa Vik, Uruguay

The sensational swimming pool at this high-design hotel is a modernist sliver of black 
granite that meets the Atlantic Ocean head on. It juts starkly out over a wind-swept beach 
facing the glinting sea, where you’ll be able to see stunning sunsets. 

The cantilevered pool almost defies logic — try swimming to the other end and you may 
feel you’re hovering over the beach. Playa Vik stands out from the crowd with plenty of 
clever architectural quirks, such as the green roofs topping the titanium and glass structure. 
Join the jet set at this glamorous cutting-edge hotel.   

http://www.world-words.com
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Alila Ubud, Bali

At Alila Ubud, you’ll find green at every turn: 
in the electric-green of the rice paddy fields, 
the deep emerald of the flitting forest and the 
sensational jade infinity pool that dramatically 
floats above the plunging valley. 

Perched on a forest-clad hill, Alila Ubud’s pool 
affords mesmerizing views over the mist-
swirled panorama. It’s a peaceful place, where 
the only sounds are calls of monkeys and the 
chorus of geckos at sunset. Have a lemon basil 
martini and kick back to sounds of nature. As 
dusk approaches, see the pool come to life 
with twinkling floating lanterns.   
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Pikaia Lodge, Galapagos

From the comfort of Pikaia Lodge’s sky-blue 
infinity pool you can soak up the absorbing 
panoramas of the Galapagos Islands. On this 
Jurassic Park-like island, prehistoric-looking 
creatures roam the craggy, volcanic landscape. 
From your lounger, you’ll spy gargantuan 
tortoises slowly working their way across the 
mangroves or a spiky iguana basking on the 
beach.  
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Marina Bay Sands Hotel,
Singapore

If you suffer from vertigo, Marina Bay Sands 
pool may be one to avoid. The Skypark is set 
200 meters up in the air and straddles the 
three hotel towers of Marina Bay. 

For the rest of us, this feat of engineering 
offers a unique swimming experience. By 
day, wander in the lush surrounding gardens 
before plunging into the aquamarine water to 
emerge at the pool’s edge. The eye-level view 
of Singapore’s skyline is sensational. By night, 
revel in the vista of twinkling skyscrapers 
while you lap the pool.
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Hacienda Uayamon, Campeche, 
Mexico

This wild and remote hacienda has an 
atmospheric, romantic charm. At every turn 
you’ll discover crumbling ruins fused with 
luxurious mod cons, with the ever-present 
jungle only just kept at bay. 

Enclosed by the ruin of a centuries-old 
building lies the sparkling swimming pool. 
Fronds creep around doorframes whilst 
sun loungers, plump with pillows, line the 
pool’s edge. In keeping with the ruinous 
character are two isolated ionic pillars, placed 
enchantingly in the centre of the water. Swim 
around these and head for the hammock, 
strung over one corner of the pool. When you 
return to your lounger, expect a foot massage 
by the on-site therapists.  
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Iberica 
dreaming
As the Spanish property market shows consistent 

signs of recovery, now could be the perfect time to 

pick up the beachside villa of your dreams, or a smart 

city apartment in one of the country’s major cities.
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When the global financial crisis hit in 2007, 
Spanish property suffered its first real decline 
in prices since the 1970s. Estimates vary, but 
most people agree that current prices are 
between 40 and 50 percent less than they 
were eight years ago. But now, after what has 
been a slow and rather ignominious decline, 
all the data suggests that the bottom has been 
reached and that now might be the ideal time 
to invest in Spanish property. 

“All the indications suggest that the Spanish 
residential property market is beginning to 
improve, says Alexander Vaughan, founding 
partner of Lucas Fox International Properties.

“In the last 12 months there has been a huge 
amount of investment in Spanish property by 
institutional property funds and investment 
companies which is always a good sign. We 
predict steady growth in prime areas over 
the coming years so there should be good 
investment opportunities through that period 
with the potential for further capital growth in 
the medium term.” 

After many years of abstention, the Spanish 
banks are now lending far more freely, a trend 
which is encouraging growth in domestic 
demand right across the sector as well as 
acting as a signal to overseas buyers – who 
currently account for 25 percent of all sales – 
that the time has turned on Europe’s favourite 
playground.
 
“Overseas buyers really like new development 
properties and due to the lack of home 
building in the last five years, demand for 
new developments in prime areas is currently 
outstripping supply,” says Vaughan.

“There are a number of new developments 
due to come to market in 2015, which will 
really show to what extent the market has 
come back.”

The fundamentals of the Spanish property 
market, the factors that have consistently 
made it one of the world’s most popular 
investment locations, are as strong as ever.

Iberica dreaming

For further information on the featured properties and other availabilities visit www.lucasfox.com
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says Adam Bracknell a UK-trained chartered 
surveyor and property consultant. “Its weather 
is nice and predictable, its service standards are 
extremely high, its infrastructure as good as 
anywhere in Europe.”

A competitive advantage which most observers 
see solidifying over the coming years. “Spain is 
one of the most desirable places to live in the 
world and I anticipate that there will be growing 
numbers of international clients, particularly from 
outside Europe, looking to own a property here,” 
says Vaughan.

As they always have been, the property 
investment opportunities in Spain are extremely 
varied. Luxury beachside villas in glitzy Marbella 
and mystical Ibiza; rural retreats in Andalucía; 
vineyards in Rioja; city pads in Madrid and 
Barcelona; the choice is truly abundant.

“Beachside villas have never been so 
competitively priced,” says Bracknell. “Prime 
properties are selling very quickly. Particularly 
now that the Spanish government is offering 
residency rights for purchases over half a million 
euros.” 

A trend also noticed by Vaughan. “Our advice 
to investors is to focus on prime areas which 
should recover the quickest. City properties are 
always a safe bet as there is a large national 
market. At the moment we are seeing some 
great opportunities in Barcelona and Valencia city 
centre.”

So whether it’s a touch of sea and sand that 
appeals to you about Spain, or its vibrant city 
scenes, now could be the perfect time to test the 
water.

Iberica dreaming

For further information on the featured properties and other availabilities visit www.lucasfox.com
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Nestled along the edge of the exotic Mayan jungle, 

under the trees and over the water lies a breathtaking 

sanctuary for the senses — a unique retreat for 

relaxation, rejuvenation, romance and world-class 

dining. Banyan Tree Mayakoba has achieved what other 

retreats and resorts alike strive to accomplish every day, 

to create a truly one-of-a-kind destination that takes 

a Caribbean lifestyle to unprecedented new heights. 

Through flawlessly blending luxury, nature and serenity 

in exquisite harmony, the below list highlights some of 

the many features that make Banyan Tree Mayakoba 

truly exquisite...
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The Villas:

When guests walk into one of the 117 
private villas and residences at Banyan Tree 
Mayakoba, they enter an elegantly-designed 
one, two, or three bedroom space, immersed 
in nature and featuring expansive living areas 
with plush furnishings and a private pool or 
oceanfront view. Guests are invited into an 
intimate oasis, surrounded by awe-inspiring 
views of lagoons, lush mangroves and 
picture-perfect sandy beaches. 

The Banyan Tree Spa:

The award-winning Banyan Tree Spa is an 
intimate haven originally created to blend 
romance, serenity and exotic sensuality. 
Featuring the intuitive art of touch, 
uniquely-trained therapists and masterfully-
ceremonial treatments, the Banyan Tree Spa 
experience represents the very essence of 
Asian wellness philosophy. 

Founded in Phuket in 2001, the Banyan 
Tree Spa Academy provides dedicated 
training facilities to every Banyan Tree Spa 
therapist to ensure that each consistently 
delivers the highest the highest quality 
treatments anywhere around the world. 
Guests can expect nothing less than 
quietude, warmth and well-being. 

Ultimate Golfing Experience:

Banyan Tree Mayakoba offers experiences 
to fit everyone’s needs, whether it be a 
romantic outing for two, local festival 
celebrations, destination dining experiences, 
exploring the local culture and more. 
In particular, the property has gained 
a reputation for its amazing golfing 
experience, perfect for both seasoned 
golfers and guests looking for fun.

Banyan Tree Mayakoba gives all guests 
staying with them the chance to put their 
skills and mettle to the test at Mayakoba’s 
spectacular 18-hole championship golf 
course, designed by renowned architect 
and PGA legend Greg Norman. A true 
masterpiece, El Camaleón is home to the 
only PGA Tour event in Latin America, 
the Mayakoba Golf Classic. The dazzling 
course winds through the tropical jungle, 
dense mangroves and picturesque stretches 
of Caribbean sand. Guests enjoy the 
opportunity of a lifetime to play where 
the pros play. With six miles of freshwater 
lagoons, a pristine white sandy beach and 
the turquoise glitter of the Caribbean 
looming just beyond, the course is a pleasure 
for the eyes and the ultimate challenge to 
undertake.

The Dining Experience:

After experiencing all the activities that 
Banyan Tree Mayakoba has to offer, there’s 
no better way to relax and reflect on the 
day than with some fine dining. Banyan Tree 
Mayakoba offers a fantastic assortment of 
uniquely superior dining experiences to suit 
even the most discerning palate. Whether 
guests find themselves in the mood for a 
champagne breakfast, an in-villa poolside 
barbecue, or candlelit dinner under the stars, 
it can undoubtedly be found on-site. Each 
restaurant houses an experienced chef that 
strives to create the perfect blend for the 
senses. From authentic Thai cuisine to the 
freshest seafood and contemporary Mexican 
fare, abundant culinary delights will be 
found.

Meetings and Events:

Exotic settings and seductively themed 
events are just the beginning when 

guests choose the Banyan Tree Mayakoba. 
Guests have the option to choose from 
14 indoor and outdoor function spaces, 
including: beachside venues, tropical estates, 
Mayakoba’s El Pueblito, sunset-looking 
terraces, and state-of-the-art ballrooms 
and meeting rooms. To top it all off, every 
package gives guests the unique chance 
to taste superb world flavors orchestrated 
by master chefs. Inspiring, stimulating, 
spectacular and unforgettable are only a 
few words that begin to describe any given 
group experience.

The Banyan Tree Commitment: 

Banyan Tree Mayakoba is committed to 
more than just offering a one-of-a-kind 
experience for their visitors. What truly 
sets this sanctuary apart from the rest is its 
commitment to the environment. Banyan 
Tree Mayakoba is committed to creating 
a positive impact for its surrounding 
environment and guests. Among its many 
accolades and accreditations, the Banyan 
Tree Mayakoba is most proud to be 
EarthCheck Silver Certified and a Rainforest 
Alliance Sustainable Standard-Setter Award 
winner. 

At Banyan Tree Mayakoba, the property 
undoubtedly strives to care for the planet 
and operate under the simple premise 
of “Embracing the environment and 
empowering the people.” 

Christopher Designs
Crisscut

www.lamourcrisscut.com

L’Amour Crisscut® is a trademark of  Christopher Designs.
US and International Patent 

Visit www.BanyanTree.com or

dial toll free 1-800-591-0439.

http://www.BanyanTree.com
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MasíaMía
How a high-flying city lawyer traded in his law 
books for a near derelict 15th century Catalan 
masìa and then set about turning it into one of  

Europe’s most exclusive mountain retreats. 
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“I fully intended to carry on practicing law when I came to Spain 15 
years ago,” says Paul Christoforou, formally General Counsel of a 
FTSE 250 company. “But then I found Almiral de la Font - a rambling 
collection of agricultural buildings, bursting with character, but 
woefully neglected and with only two plugs and one light bulb. 

“It was love at first sight, but mainly because I knew immediately that 
the place had huge potential,” he says, sipping a cup of café-con-
leche in a seaside café in Sitges, the chic Catalan town just five miles 
to the east. “It’s been an ongoing project ever since.”

He stretches, the lycra of his cycling jacket rustling as his mind skips 
back in time. “Our four sons were young then and as demanding as 
you might imagine four competitive young brothers to be. And then 
some.” He throws his head back and laughs. 

“But then we stayed for a week in a lovely old masía near Tarragona. 
An endless array of rooms all stuffed with different things to do, a 
swimming pool out back, a small field and a football. We barely saw 
the boys for a week. And then only for more plates of patatas bravas. 
That was when I knew what to do with Almiral.

“That it would become a place where people can lose themselves. 
Where everything is catered for.

“It was far from easy though. I didn’t even speak Spanish then,” 
admits Christoforou, who set about putting that right with much the 
same gusto he employed to solve the many architectural conundrums 
of a 15-year-long overseas restoration project. A project which now 
sees Almiral as one of the region’s largest (it can accommodate up to 
32 people), most luxurious, and must sought-after retreats.
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Quite apart from its lofty setting 
on the edge of the Garaf National 
Park, looking down to the beaches 
of Sitges and Vilanova and out over 
its own cava-producing vineyards, 
the Almiral is inwardly beautiful 
too. It has a subterranean chess 
room carved out of an old wine 
barrel, accessible only by a spiral 
staircase: a barrel-vaulted pool 
table and games room; a mini-
cinema; reading rooms; TV rooms; 
meditation areas, and probably even 

secret worlds through doors in the 
back of wardrobes.

“Some parties who come here 
just want to be left to their own 
devices, while others prefer the 
fully-catered approach. Which 
we’re fine with too. We often 
drive our guests to pre-booked 
recliners on the beach at Sitges; 
we have chefs on stand-by to take 
over all the cooking; we have wine 
waiters; masseurs; yoga instructors; 
lifeguards at our large infinity pool; 
tennis coaches; horses; quad bikes; 
you name it, we can provide it.” 

Its size and large sleeping capacity 
makes the Almiral a popular 
destination for wedding parties and 
corporate get-togethers.

“It’s a bit like a film set. A 
different crew move in every 
week, each with a different set 
of requirements. We float it all 
together for them, and then we 
float it all out again when they go,” 
he says rising to leave.

“We’ve got a party of four families 
arriving this weekend from Norway. 
They’ve been many times before, 
so we know exactly what sort 
of holiday they’ll be looking for. 
Extreme sports during the day and 
roaring al fresco barbeques in the 
evenings” . Oh, and schnapps. To 
ward off the chill of the night air 
as they gaze across the valley to 
the sea. Fishing boats like glow 
worms dancing on the horizon, the 
scent of jasmine scaling the ivy-clad 
walls of the swimming pool and 
then tiptoeing into Almiral’s warm 
embrace.

“And one last thing,” he says before 
disappearing round the corner on 
an expensive looking triathlon bike. 
“I hate it when people describe 
Almiral as being ‘perched’ on the 
hills behind Sitges, or ‘nestled’. I’m 
sure you’ll be able to come up with 
something different.”

Umm. ‘Pestled’ perhaps?

www.almiraldelafont.com

DUAL VIEW
While passengers watch the DVD, 
the driver follows the GPS system.

TERRAIN RESPONSE® 
Technology offering trust and 
security in the multiple conditions.

HIGH DEFINITION 
SURROUND SOUND
Studio-quality sound with 
the Meridian™ system.

IT’S TIME TO GO BEYOND WITH 
YOUR RANGE ROVER EVOQUE
PRAISED BY THE OWNERS. THE RANGE ROVER EVOQUE IS  
A PHENOMENON. WINNER OF 157 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS, 
IT HAS AN INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND A STRONG PERSONALITY.
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“I like to be busy, I can’t sit still for five minutes. 
To retire and not have something to do would be 
unthinkable”, chuckles Karen Anderson, the British 
owner of Le Grand Joux, as she looks back on her 
madcap decision to take on a remote, run down 
Auberge near Morzine in the heart of the Portes du 
Soleil, and transform it into a deluxe Alpine chalet.
As a former London property developer, Karen had 
been skiing around there for years with her family, 
but was frustrated with the lack of luxury lodge 

options available in an area that boasts one of the 
largest ski areas in the world and 13 linked resorts.

“And so it was that one rainy cold October evening I 
found myself, with my rather more reluctant husband 
John, whimsically scouting for chalets in the resorts 
around Morzine,” recounts Karen. 

“But everything at that point seemed a bit run-of-
the-mill and I was determined to find something 

off
piste
style

special. Frantically searching the internet very late 
in the day, I spied a remote property. Upon arrival, 
we trudged around in the darkness in the pouring 
rain, there was no phone reception and nothing 
around for miles but John turned to me and sighed 
decisively, “Well…if you’re going to do it, this is the 
one””.

So the painstaking work began. With only a short 
window of opportunity to get the lodge up and 

running, this isolated old Auberge, fitted at the time 
with musty yellow pine, undesirable pink plastic toilet 
seats and shower curtains that did a very good job of 
clinging to anyone that dared to get within two feet 
of them, faced more than a few challenges, including 
the construction of a spa and getting everything 
ready in record time for the following year’s first 
snow and paying guests.
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A lodge for all seasons

Now, having successfully completed its first ski 
season, Karen reflects, “It’s a chalet for skiers who 
are looking for more than just the slopes, that don’t 
necessarily want to ski all the time. They want to 
come and relax, get away from it all, but have their 
every whim attended to. The level of service is 
the first of its kind in the area. We try to think of 
everything, pre-empting our guests’ needs and wants 
in order to provide a superior level of service.”

Le Grand Joux offers an unabashed luxury escape 
and breathtaking mountain scenery. To get there in 
winter, it’s an exhilarating James Bond style skidoo 
or helicopter ride through an adventurer’s paradise 
of untamed valleys and snowcapped forests. Roaring 
log fires, a full-service spa, a restaurant serving 
fabulous food and an entourage of staff await. The 
lodge’s traditional Alpine-style wood paneling is 
complimented by an eclectic mix of antiques and 

furnishings hand picked by Karen in the markets 
of Barcelona and London. Guests will also find 
animal skin rugs and enough contemporary gizmos 
and gadgets to keep even the most restless souls 
entertained.

In warmer months, the chalet keeps its doors open 
to guests, doubling up as an idyllic spa retreat, a 
space for yoga, and a base to roam the hills and fill 

your lungs with fresh mountain air. Alternatively you 
can potter about the lodge, indulge in a few blissful 
hours in the spa, flop onto a sun lounger or take a dip 
in the hot tub amid rural heaven. Out here in these 
wide open spaces there are no wayward tourists or 
noisy bars, just 400 Savoie cows dotted about bucolic 
pasturelands chewing the cud and a lazy summer 
breeze. www.legrandjoux.com
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The golden age 
of philanthropy
a new kind of 
billionaire’s 
club 
There is no denying that Bill and 
Melinda Gates have a penny or two, 
with an estimated fortune of close 
to 80 billion dollars. But what makes 
them different from most of the 
world’s billionaires is that they don’t 
intend to keep it. Bill Gates took 
the wind out of his detractors’ sails 
in 2000 when he stepped down as 
Microsoft CEO, and announced that he 
and his wife Melinda would be devoting 
their attentions to giving away 95% 
of their fortune in a serious effort to 
make the world a better place.

This incredible act was triggered 
by an article read by the couple, 
detailing the millions of childhood 
deaths that happen every year in 
poor countries around the world, 
due simply to inadequate living 
conditions, poor medical access and 
lack of immunization. It sparked the 
establishment of the Gates Foundation, 
the first of its kind on such a grand 
scale, which saw the Gates’ make the 
transition from corporate heavyweights 
to philanthropic giants. In the world 
of humanitarian and charitable acts, it 
doesn’t get much bigger than that.
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An introduction which is 
surely incorporated into the 
Foundation’s core message 
that, “all lives have equal value, 
and that with breakthroughs in 
technology and education, the 
world can be a better and more 
proportionate place.” 

Thanks to the fortunes of its 
founders and other wealthy 
investors, including fellow 
billionaire (and world’s third 
richest man) Warren Buffet, the 
foundation has quickly become 
one of the most powerful 
private organizations in the 
world, with branches on every 
continent. 

In January 2015, Bill 
and Melinda outlined the 
Foundation’s plans for the 
coming year, predicting that, 
“the lives of people in poor 
countries will improve faster in 
the next 15 years than at any 
other time in history”.

A bold forecast perhaps, but 
then we’re not talking about 
pocket money donations. Since 
the Foundation began, it has 
given $30 billion in funding 
towards research and innovation 
in science, health, education 
and technology and expanded 
to provide global assistance in 
the areas of education, AIDS, 
homelessness and medical 
treatments.

The Foundation’s vision of the 
not-too-distant future is one 
in which their efforts will help 
make contaminated water 
a thing of the past, online 
education available to most 
of the world’s inhabitants, the 
eradication of potentially fatal 
diseases possible through the 
development and availability of 

vaccinations, and bring an end to 
rising child mortality rates. 

Its ultimate utopian objective 
is to stamp out global poverty 
by giving emerging markets the 
means by which to take charge 
of their own incomes. 

The Foundation cites the 
example that 2.5 billion adults 
on the planet don’t have a 
conventional bank account.  
“Technology is the future, and 
it needs to be easily accessible 
to everyone - not only those 
who can afford to pay for it.” By 
accelerating the rate of major 
technological advances, the 
Foundation plans to give more 
people access to digital banking, 
enabling them to gain control 

over their assets via affordable 
smartphones. 

Not such a new idea perhaps 
for Bill Gates, who bet with a 
childhood friend over 40 years 
ago that software and personal 
computers would one day 
completely revolutionize the way 
people around the world work 
and play. But even the young Bill 
Gates couldn’t have predicted 
how significant his role in that 
revolution would prove to be 
and how financially successful his 
company would quickly become.

To Bill and Melinda though, 
along with a growing number 
of the world’s super-rich, it’s 
no longer about how to make 
more money, but how best 

to give it away. A thought 
process which led to a joint 
venture with Warren Buffet 
in 2010 to create The Giving 
Pledge campaign, which has 
single-handedly redefined the 
future of charity by convincing 
extremely wealthy individuals to 
pledge to give away at least 50 
percent of their fortunes during 
their lives or posthumously to 
philanthropist causes. 

So far, several of America’s 
wealthiest have signed up to 
this elite “moral commitment”, 
including, at the younger 
end of the scale, Facebook’s 
Mark Zuckerberg and fashion 
billionaire Sara Blakely, who 
will both get to see the results 
of their donations within their 
lifetimes.

Some may look at these actions 
with a cynical eye, suspicious of 
the intentions of this new hugely 
powerful group of socially aware 
philanthropists with personal 
fortunes that read more like 
domestic GDPs. Is there such 
a thing as a selfless act? Does 
it matter? As international 
governments continue to cut 
costs and tighten their belts, 
organizations like the Gates 
Foundation and the Giving 
Pledge are bringing about real 
change while simultaneously 
creating a tradition of legacy.

As the writer Albert Pike once 
said, “What we have done for 
ourselves alone dies with us; 
what we have done for others 
and the world remains and is 
immortal.”

1955  William Henry “Bill” Gates is born.

1973  Enrols at Harvard University

1975  Forms Micro-Soft partnership with   
 Paul Allen. Drops out of Harvard.

1977  Becomes President of Microsoft.

1987  At age 31 and worth $125 billion,   
 named youngest billionaire ever. Meets  
 future wife Melinda French.

1994  Marries Melinda French. They go onto  
 have three children.

1995  Becomes the world’s richest man with  
 a fortune of $129 billion.

2000  Steps down as CEO of Microsoft.   
 Starts the Bill and Melinda Gates   
 Foundation.

2003  Launches HIV/AIDs prevention office in  
 India. Invests $240 million to connect  
 all US public libraries with the internet.

2005  Bill Gates is knighted by Queen   
 Elizabeth II and alongside Melinda   
 named Time Magazine “Person of   
 the Year”. Pledges $258 million to   
 develop malaria vaccine.

2008 Bill Gates retires from daily work   
 at Microsoft to work full time at the  
 Foundation.

2010  Foundation announces donation of   
 $10 billion to research, develop and   
 deliver vaccines over the next 10 years.  
 Bill and Melinda join Warren Buffet to  
 create “The Giving Pledge”.

2012  Outlines plan for the permanent   
 eradication of polio.

2015  Signs a commitment to  
 invest $52 million in CureVac, a   
 leading biopharmaceutical    
 company specialized in researching and  
 developing vaccine technologies.
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On the finest stretch of sand at the Punta 

Mita Resort is Ranchos Estates, where 

you can find the ultra-private, ultra-

luxury and ultra-cool dream homes of 

Mexico. On the same latitude as Hawaii, 

Punta Mita is an idyllic peninsula. Home 

to St. Regis and Four Seasons, the resort 

features two Jack Nicklaus golf courses 

and is a playground of water sports and 

fantastic restaurants.

Private
virtual island

CASA ARAMARA
ULTRA PRIVATE,
ULTRA COOL,  
PUNTA MITA, MEXICO
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Within Punta Mita, Casa Aramara cannot be matched 
for service, amenities and quality of experience.

By day you can play golf and surf, enjoy excursions to 
the Marietas Islands, or go on an expedition to fish for 
tuna. Experience horseback riding on the beach, zip 
lining through the jungle and scuba diving in the ocean.

By day’s end, cruise with the champagne sunset sailboat. 
Relax and enjoy cocktails and sashimi to the sounds of 
Spanish guitar, mariachi or a DJ with fire dancers by 
night.

Surfing is year round. Often the surf is right up in 
front of Casa Aramara. Paddle in! There are beach 
toys like ATVs, wave-runners, kayaks, surfboards and 

paddleboards. There’s a boat for water skiing and wake 
boarding, and also motor scooters to explore the area.

Pamper yourself with one of the many in-house spa 
treatments, available in your room, by the pool or on 
the beach. Swedish and deep tissue full body massages 
are available, along with treatments such as manicures 
and pedicures.

Dining at Casa Aramara is to experience the art of two 
five-star executive chefs. Enjoy fresh fish and seafood 
cooked in a variety of styles, including Mexican, Italian, 
Asian-Fusion, Japanese or Mediterranean. Choose 
between formal and informal, inside and outside, 
themed and a la carte, poolside and on the beach.

Slip away at night to a romantic fire-lit gathering area 
or secret patio to watch the bright stars. Or down to an 
underground cinema or to the billiard and game room.

Explore the two-acre property and you will find a yoga 
studio, tennis and basketball courts and a state-of-the-
art fitness center with the latest cardio and strength 
training equipment.

The Kids Club offers swimming lessons, water sports, 
nature and wildlife exploration, games, arts and crafts, 
ceramics, cooking, baking and a final performance.

The air-conditioned rooms have high speed internet, flat 
screen Satellite TVs (Apple TV with iTunes, Netflix etc.), 
U.S. telephones with unlimited free guest usage, iPod/

iPhone docks, a fully stocked mini-bar with assorted 
snack trays and an in-room safe.

Just three hours from Los Angeles or Dallas, private jets 
are served in Puerto Vallarta by Aerotron. Non-stop 
commercial flights are serviced by Alaska, Delta, United, 
American, Aeromexico, Air Canada & WestJet. 

Round-trip airport transportation with two luxury vans 
and Mercedes Benz cars are available.

The experience is in the details. At Casa Aramara, no 
detail is too small.

Contact: Marc Sinanian 
Email: marc@lapuntarealty.com 
Website: www.lapuntarealty.com
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Limit
Intel

“Today there’s no legislation regarding how 

much intelligence a machine can have, how 

interconnected it can be. If that continues, look 

at the exponential trend. We will reach the 

singularity in the timeframe most experts predict. 

From that point on you’re going to see that 

the top species will no longer be humans, but 

machines.”

By 2045, “the top species will no longer be humans.” 
Which might change things a little...

Ociacia - Illustrator / Vector Artist / Videographer
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These are the words of Louis Del 
Monte, physicist, entrepreneur, and 
author of “The Artificial Intelligence 
Revolution.” Del Monte believes 
there is an indeterminate point in 
the future – which he refers to 
as the singularity - when machine 
intelligence will outmatch not 
only your own intelligence, but 
the world’s combined human 
intelligence too.

The average estimate for when this 
will happen is 2040, though Del 
Monte says it might be as late as 
2045. Either way, it’s a timeframe 
of within three decades.

“It won’t be the ‘Terminator’ 
scenario, not a war,” said Del 
Monte. “In the early part of the 
post-singularity world, one scenario 
is that the machines will seek to 
turn humans into 
cyborgs. This is 
nearly happening 
now, replacing 
faulty limbs 
with 
artificial 
parts. 

We’ll see the machines as a useful 
tool. Productivity in business based 
on automation will be increased 
dramatically in various countries. 
In China it doubled, just based on 
GDP per employee due to the use 
of machines.”

“By the end of this century,” he 
continued, “most of the human 
race will have become cyborgs [part 
human, part tech or machine]. The 
allure will be immortality. Machines 
will make breakthroughs in medical 
technology, most of the human 
race will have more leisure time, 
and we’ll think we’ve never had it 
better. The concern I’m raising is 
that the machines will view us as 
an unpredictable and dangerous 
species.”

Del Monte believes machines will 
become self-conscious and have the 
capabilities to protect themselves. 
They “might view us the same way 
we view harmful insects, and as a 

species that is unstable, creates 
wars, has weapons to wipe out 
the world twice over, and makes 
computer viruses.” Hardly an 

appealing roommate.

He wrote the book as “a warning.” 
Artificial intelligence is becoming 
more and more capable, and we’re 
adopting it as quickly as it appears. 
A pacemaker operation is “quite 
routine,” he said, but “it uses 
sensors and AI to regulate your 
heart.”

A 2009 experiment showed 
that robots can develop the 
ability to lie to each other. 
Run at the Laboratory of 
Intelligent Systems in the Ecole 
Polytechnique Fédérale of 
Lausanne, Switzerland, the 
experiment had robots 

designed to 
cooperate 
in finding 
beneficial 

resources 
like energy 
and 

avoiding the hazardous ones. 
Shockingly, the robots learned to 
lie to each other in an attempt to 
hoard the beneficial resources for 
themselves.

“The implication is that they’re also 
learning self-preservation,” Del 
Monte told us. “Whether or not 
they’re conscious is a moot point.”

And Del Monte isn’t alone. A group 
of scientists and entrepreneurs, 
including Elon Musk and Stephen 
Hawking, recently signed an open 
letter promising to ensure AI 
research benefits humanity.

The letter warns that unless we 
limit the intelligence of machines 
now, mankind could be heading for 
trouble. The document, drafted by 
the Future of Life Institute, calls 
on scientists to eradicate risks to 
mankind.

While the authors acknowledge the 
benefits of AI for society – citing 
speech recognition, image analysis, 
driverless cars, translation and 
robot motion as examples – they 
advocate a cautious approach. 

‘The potential benefits are huge, 
since everything that civilisation 
has to offer is a product of human 
intelligence; we cannot predict 
what we might achieve when 
this intelligence is magnified by 
the tools AI may provide, but the 
eradication of disease and poverty 
are not unfathomable,’ the authors 
write.

Other signatories to the FLI’s 
letter include Luke Muehlhauser, 
executive director of Machine 
Intelligence Research Institute and 
Frank Wilczek, professor of physics 
at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and a Nobel laureate.

The letter came just weeks after 
Professor Hawking warned that AI 
could someday overtake humans.

Urban Eco Life
The perfect way to zoom around the city.

http://www.epatinetes.es
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FORMITALIA d opened in January at the 

DCOTA Design Center of the Americas, 

as the first flagship store in the USA. The 

showroom features Aston Martin Interiors 

and Tonino Lamborghini Casa furniture. 

FORMITALIA d also carries other high-

end brands such as: Formitalia, Gherardini 

Home, Miami Swing and Mirabili.

In 2005 the brand Tonino Lamborghini 

merged with Formitalia Luxury Group in 

order to widen the range of collections, 

with fierce pieces of home and office 

furniture lined with leather and bright 

and quivering colors that are inspired by 

the world of engines. The latest original 

Innovations are the Tonino Lamborghini 

designer kitchens, which are fully lined 

with leather, as well as a LIMITED 

EDITION collection characterized by the 

use of elements made from carbon and 

Kevlar. Collections conceived for men and 

woman full of character, who refuse to go 

unnoticed.

In 2011 a new interiors collection in 

collaboration with prestigious British 

sports car manufacturer Aston Martin 

was unveiled. Complete with accessories 

and lighting, the Aston Martin Interiors 

Collection is designed to create a distinctive 

and exclusive offering for a consumer who 

appreciates original pieces. Every piece 

in the Aston Martin Interiors Collection 

is “Made in Italy” in the Tuscan cities 

of Firenze, Prato, Pistoia and Pisa. The 

Aston Martin Collection creates a mixture 

between the advanced and the industrial 

by using technologies used in Aston Martin 

Cars such as carbon fiber, magnesium and 

aluminum, alongside materials such as 

leather, wool and cashmere; creating a 

perfect fusion of performance, design and 

comfort.

A complete line of Aston Martin and 

Tonino Lamborghini furniture, lighting, 

accessories and tableware is now on 

display at the FORMITALIA d at DCOTA 

Showroom.
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SELLING 
THE DREAM

If a man were to knock on your door and offer to sell 

you a watch made out of jam for just one hundred 

dollars, you’d probably be at least a little curious...
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More so perhaps, when he goes 
on to explain that buying the 
interesting-sounding watch won’t 
be coming with the customary 
‘preview’ - mainly on account 
of it not having been made yet, 
while in the same breath thinking 
it perfectly reasonable to ask for 
payment in full for the novelty 
timepiece, based only on his vision 
of its probable future existence. 

It sounds ridiculous, but it’s very real 
and it has a name. Crowdfunding. 
The simple concept by which 
instead of borrowing your first 
million from a single source, you 
borrow just a dollar from a million 

people instead. The added luxury 
being that you can feasibly do that 
with nothing but a good idea, a 
cleverly put together promotional 
video, a notion or two about 
pricing, and a great soundtrack. 

It’s a true story, that watch story. 
It happened in 2013 in America. 
Well, almost true. The now famous 
case of the Pebble Watch company, 
who rather than making a watch 
out of jam, decided instead that 
it might be nice to make a smart 
e-ink watch with SMS and other 
smartphone functionality. 

So, full of the thrills of spring, they 
launched a campaign on Kickstarter, 
the world’s largest crowdfunding 
site, with a view to raising $100k 
or so to get the thing designed and 
manufactured. As it was, so in tune 
must they have been at that precise 
moment with the tech-fashion 
psyche of the world, the campaign 
attracted 69,000 different backers 
with a cool $10.2 million between 
them. 

It became an instant crowdfunding 
record and is often cited by 
newspapers looking for hyperbolic 
examples of this new fundraising 
phenomenon. 

According to a survey conducted by crowdsourcing.org, 

global crowdfunding expanded by 167% in 2014 to reach 

$16.2 billion raised, up from $6.1 billion in 2013. It predicted 

that in 2015, the industry is set to more than double once 

again, on its way to raising $34.4 billion.

BUSINESS
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Not that history is short of stories 
of men and woman who have 
gone from door to door - the old-
fashioned concept of ‘the crowd’ 
- trying to sell watches and many 
other things besides.

With the help of the modern 
internet, combined with the reach 
and popularity of social networking, 
the modern day versions of those 
brave foot-weary watch sellers, can 
knock on millions of doors at once. 
The barriers between buyers and 
sellers are fast disappearing while 
the basic impetus for exchange 
remains as strong as ever.

According to a survey conducted 
by crowdsourcing.org, global 
crowdfunding expanded by 167% in 
2014 to reach $16.2 billion raised, 
up from $6.1 billion in 2013. 
It predicted that in 2015, the 
industry is set to more than double 
once again, on its way to raising 
$34.4 billion. 

Some analysts are predicting 
the birth of a whole new era 
of financing and one London 
newspaper recently went so 
far as to label it the ‘Financial 
Revolution’. It seems the question 
has now evolved from ‘what is 
crowdfunding?’ to ‘how big is it 
going to get and how can it help 
me?’ 

While not all crowdfunding 
ventures end quite as spectacularly 
as the Pebble Watch project, the 
truth is, many ambitious young 
entrepreneurs are finding the 
funding they need from the crowd.

“It’s all about being in tune with 
what the crowd wants,” said 
marketing expert Jennifer Loh, 
from Singapore. “In a sense, it’s a 
great way to separate the chaff 
from the wheat in terms of the 
quality of the projects while 
presenting the wider investment 
sector with secondary funding 
opportunities in projects which have 
already been partially tested.”

Flying in the face somewhat of 
the theory that crowdfunding isn’t 
generating new cash, so much as 
diverting it from more traditional 
routes such as high street savings 
accounts. 

“Crowdfunding may follow 
in the footsteps of charitable 
giving where you give certain 
amounts to certain causes, and 
my sense is that’s what is going 
to happen with crowdfunding,” 
says Elisabeth Gerber, a professor 
at Northwestern University in 
America. 

The crowdfunding market is 
young and volatile and still difficult 

to predict, something which a 
respected financial publication 
discovered to its cost in October 
2013 when it suggested that 
one of the main limitations of 
crowdfunding will turn out to be 
its inability to deal with ventures 
involving highly technical product 
development, such as a company 
looking to produce a 3D printer. 

“If the business is a 3D printing 
company that relies on highly 
technical product development, it 
will be much tougher for the crowd 
to first understand the opportunity 
itself and then to be value-added 
investors.” 

Naturally, a week after our 
discussion, an outfit called Formlabs 
launched a 3D printer project 
looking for $100k in development 
funds. They raised it in just 2.5 
hours and ended up with over $1 
million by the time the campaign 
ended.
As somebody once said, 
“Predictably unpredictable.”

The crowdfunding market is young and 
volatile and still difficult to predict
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Red Sea 
Gallery

Red Sea Gallery

Editor’s Choice
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Red Sea Gallery

The Red Sea Gallery, Singapore
Founded by an ex-foreign exchange dealer with a head for business 
and an eye for art, the Red Sea Gallery in Singapore’s bohemian 
Dempsey Road area is living testament to the fact that art is very 
much a global commodity. For while the lush City State has always 
been a gateway to Chinese art, it is now seeing large quantities of 
International art heading in the opposite direction.

“Our buyers, a large proportion of whom are from mainland China, 
are very discerning, but when they find an artist they like, they can be 
ruthless in their desire to accumulate their work,” says gallery owner, 
Christopher Churcher.

“Singapore is very cosmopolitan now – people come here from all 
over the world, so we bring in art to reflect that and give people an 
opportunity to see something they’ve never seen before,” 

Indeed the Red Sea Gallery features the work of artists from every 
continent not just Asia, a supply line which requires Churcher and 
three colleagues to spend a lot of their time traveling the world, 
searching for artists whose work will fit well in his sizeable gallery 
space. 

The gallery itself is located in a part of Singapore called Tanglin 
Village, a quiet area dotted with old black and white colonial army 
houses; the city but a distant hum. 

“People come here to eat, drink and enjoy the relative serenity of 
the surroundings – the old British army barracks now house bars, 
restaurants, teak furniture shops and art galleries like our own.
 
“We’re very hands off here at the Red Sea Gallery. We have lots of 
nooks and crannies and good music. Space for people to take their 
time to enjoy the art without feeling judged.”

And with that, Churcher glides to another part of his gallery. Drawn 
there no doubt by the faintest flick of a customer’s inquisitive 
eyebrow. 

The Red Sea Gallery, #01-10 Dempsey Hill, Singapore
redseagallery.com
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Carl 
Pendle

No.4
No.3

Our featured photographer for this issue is UK-based professional Carl 

Pendle, who specializes in location shoots featuring lifestyle subjects.  

He admits to being a huge fan of the 50mm focal lens because it allows 

him to include the setting and background, which he regards as a very 

important part of telling the story.

Carl Pendle
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“I concentrate all my efforts on trying to get an emotional response from my 

subjects and making sure I capture it. That to me is the most import part of 

getting a great shot.” More of his work can be seen at www.carlpendle.com
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In The Country
Landscape artist Mark Eldred brings home the beautiful Irish countryside.

Featured Artist
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Ireland-based Mark Eldred, founder of the 
Glenflesk Gallery in Killarney.

Part of the current renaissance in landscape 
art, both for its own sake, and for investment, 
Eldred’s work is immediately striking in its 
attention to detail. Every brushstroke telling its 
tale of days spent immersed in the mesmerizing 
countryside of south west Ireland.

“I find it almost impossible to paint the 
countryside accurately unless I’m actually 
out there, in it, breathing it in,” he told Luxe 
Magazine.

“My recent paintings are inspired by the seasons 
as they are happening in the landscape.  

“The changes between winter, spring, summer 
and autumn, with all the differences in colors, 
textures, smells and moods, are a constant 
source of inspiration for my work.”

Eldred’s most recent work also features 
landscapes of the north Norfolk coast in 
England, where he is currently engaged on a 
tour of exhibitions and tutorial workshops.

More of his work can be seen at 
glenfleskartgallery.com

Glenflesk Art Gallery
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